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A centraltenet of economicsis that individualsrespondto incentives.For psychologistsand
becausetheyundermine
areoftencounterproductive,
sociologists,in contrast,rewardsandpunishments
incentivesofferedby an
Wereconcilethesetwoviews,showinghowperformance
motivation".
"intrinsic
teacher,parent)canadverselyimpactanagent's(worker,child)perception
informedprincipal(manager,
in theshortrun,andnegative
of thetask,orof his ownabilities.Incentivesarethenonlyweakreinforcers
as
helpandexcuseson motivation,
in thelongrun.Wealsostudytheeffectsof empowerment,
reinforcers
withina relationship.
well as situationsof ego bashingreflectinga battlefordominance
Tom said to himself that it was not such a hollow world, after all. He had discovered a
great law of humanaction, without knowing it namely, that in orderto make a man or a
boy covet a thing, it is only necessary to make the thing difficult to attain.If he had been a
great and wise philosopher,like the writerof this book, he would now have comprehended
that Workconsists of whatevera body is obliged to do, and that Play consists of whatever
a body is not obliged to do.
MarkTwain, TheAdventuresof TomSawyer (1876, Chapter2).

INTRODUCTION
Should a child be rewarded for passing an exam, or paid to read a book? What impact do
empowerment and monitoring have on employees' morale and productivity?Does receiving
help boost or hurt self-esteem? Why do incentives work well in some contexts, but appear
counterproductivein others?Why do people sometimes underminethe self-confidenceof others
on whose effort and initiativethey depend?
These questionswill be studiedhere from a unifying perspective,emphasizingthe interplay
between an individual'spersonal motivation and his social environment.We shall thus model
the interactionsbetween an agent with imperfectself-knowledge and an informedprincipalwho
chooses an incentive structure,such as offeringrewardsand threateningpunishments,delegating
a task, or simply giving encouragement,praise, or criticism.
It is a centraltheme of economics thatincentivespromoteeffort andperformance,and there
is a lot of evidence that they often do (e.g. Gibbons (1997), Lazear (2000)). In other words,
contingentrewardsserve as "positivereinforcers"for the desiredbehaviour.In psychology, their
effect is much more controversial.A long-standingparadigmclash has opposed proponentsof
the economic view to the "dissonancetheorists",who argue that rewardsmay actually impair
performance,makingthem "negativereinforcers",especially in the long run(see, e.g. Kruglanski
(1978) for an account of this debate, and Deci, Koestner and Ryan (1999) for a recent and
comprehensivemeta-analysisof experimentalresults).
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Indeed, a substantialbody of experimentaland field evidence indicates that extrinsic motivation (contingent rewards)can sometimes conflict with intrinsic motivation (the individual's
desire to perform the task for its own sake). In a now classical experiment (see Deci, 1975),
college studentswere either paid or not paid to work for a certaintime on an interestingpuzzle.
Those in the no-rewardconditionplayed with the puzzle significantlymore in a laterunrewarded
"free-time"periodthanpaid subjects,and also reporteda greaterinterestin the task. This experiment has since been replicatedmany times, with numerousvariationsin design (e.g. Wilson, Hull
and Johnson, 1981) and in types of subjects. For instance, similar effects were found for highschool studentsin tasks involving verbal skills (Kruglanski,Friedmanand Zeevi, 1971), and for
preschool childrenin activities involving drawingwith new materials(Lepper,Greene and Nisbett, 1973). In daily life, parentsare quite familiarwith what we shall call the "forbiddenfruit"
effect: powerful or salient constraintsemployed by adults to enforce the prohibitionof some
activity often decrease the child's subsequentintemalizationof the adults' disapproval.1Kohn
(1993) surveys the results from a variety of programmesaimed at getting people to lose weight,
stop smoking, or wear seat belts, either offering or not offering rewards.Consistently,individuals in "reward"treatmentsshowed better compliance at the beginning, but worse compliance
in the long run than those in the "no-reward"or "untreatedcontrols" groups. Taken together,
these many findingsindicatea limited impact of rewardson "engagement"(currentactivity) and
a negative one on "re-engagement"(persistence).
A relatedbody of worktransposesthese ideas from the educationalsetting to the workplace.
In well-known contributions,Etzioni (1971) arguesthat workersfind control of their behaviour
via incentives "alienating"and "dehumanizing",and Deci and Ryan (1985) devote a chapterof
theirbook to a criticismof the use of performance-contingentrewardsin the work setting.2And,
without condemningcontingentcompensation,Baron and Kreps(1999, p. 99) conclude that:
Thereis no doubtthatthebenefitsof [piece-rate
incentive
systemsorpay-for-performance
whenthesystemsundermine
workers'intrinsic
devices]canbe considerably
compromised
motivation.
Kreps (1997) reports his uneasiness when teaching human resources management and
discussing the impact of incentive devices in a way that is somewhat foreign to standard
economic theory. And indeed, recent experimental evidence on the use of performancecontingentwages or fines confirmsthatexplicit incentives sometimesresult in worse compliance
than incomplete labour contracts (Fehr and Falk (1999), Fehr and Schmidt (2000), Gneezy
and Rustichini (2000a)). Relatedly,Gneezy and Rustichini (2000b) find that offering monetary
incentives to subjects for answering questions taken from an IQ test strictly decreases their
performance,unless the "piece rate" is raised to a high enough level. In the policy domain,
Frey and Oberholzer-Gee(1997) surveyed citizens in Swiss cantons where the governmentwas
consideringlocating a nuclearwaste repository;they found thatthe fraction supportingsiting of
the facility in theircommunityfell by half when public compensationwas offered.
Our aim here will be twofold. First, we want to analyse the "hidden costs" of rewards
and punishmentsfrom an economic and cognitive perspective,ratherthanjust posit an aversive
impact on motivation.Indeed,given thatincentiveswork quite effectively in many instances,one
needs to understandin what cases they should be used with caution. More generally,we seek
to give a precise contentto the loosely definednotions of intrinsicand extrinsic motivation,and
to clarify when, in the terminologyof Frey (1997), the lattershould be expected to "crowdout"
1. See, e.g. Lepper and Greene (1978). Relatedly, Akerlof and Dickens (1982) suggest that imposing stiffer
penalties for crimes might be counterproductive,if it underminesindividuals'"internaljustification"for obeying the law.
2. See also Lepperand Greene (1978), Kohn (1993) and Frey (1997).
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or "crowdin" the former.This information-based,strategicanalysis distinguishes our approach
from Frey's reduced-formtreatmentof these issues.
We consider an individual (the agent, "he")who faces uncertaintyabout his payoff from
taking a particularaction. The unknownvariablecould be a characteristicof the personhimself,
such as raw ability, of the specific task at hand (long-run return,how difficult or enjoyable it
is to complete, etc.), or of the match between the two. Naturally,the agent will undertakethe
task only if he has sufficient confidence in his own ability to succeed, and in the project's net
return.As a result, people with a stake in his performancehave strongincentives to manipulate
signals relevant to his self-knowledge. Given that effort and ability are usually complements
in the productionof performance,they will want to boost his self-confidence, as well as his
interestin the task. Thus, in much of this paper,a principal(parent,spouse, friend, teacher,boss,
colleague, etc., "she")has a vested interest in (derives a benefit from) the agent's undertaking
and succeeding in the activity.
In many circumstances,both parties have privateinformationabout the agent's suitability
to the task. The agent usually has better knowledge of his previous performancesand of the
relevant circumstances(his effort intensity, the idiosyncratic factors that may have come into
play). He will often also receive privately signals about the attractivenessor unpleasantnessof
the task, either from third parties (friends tell him that school is not fun, while cigarettes are
cool), from having performedsimilarones in the past, or simply from his own experience as he
startscarryingout the currentone. The principal,on the other hand, often has complementary
private informationabout the task or the agent's prospects from it. For example, a teacher or
manageris better able to judge the difficulty of the subjector assignment,which, togetherwith
the agent's ability,conditions the probabilityof success. The principalmay know betterthanthe
agent whether the task is attractive,in terms of either being enjoyable to perform, or having a
high payoff for the agent. Last, while having less direct informationabout the agent's previous
performances,she may be better trainedat interpretingit due to her having performedthe task
herself, or having seen many others attemptit. As we shall discuss later on, the observationthat
others may have privateinformationrelevantto an individual'sself-view underliesseveralfields
of researchin educationand management.It is this type of privateinformationthat will be our
focus.3
In the first part of the paper we thus study the attributions made by an agent when a
principal with private informationmakes a decision, such as selecting a reward, delegating a
task or more simply encouraging the agent, that impacts the latter's willingness to perform
the task. As was pointed out by Cooley (1902), the agent should then take the principal's
perspective in order to learn about himself. The agent's attributionof ulterior motivation to
the principal, or, in economics parlance, his attempt to infer her private information from
her decision, is what Cooley termed the "looking-glass self". The influence of the principal's
decision on the agent'sbehaviouris then twofold: direct,throughits impacton the agent'spayoff
from accomplishingthe task (keeping informationconstant),and indirect,throughhis inference
process. In analysing intrinsic and extrinsic motivation we thus adopt a cognitive approach,
assuming that the individual seeks to extract from the words and deeds of those aroundhim
signals aboutwhat they know that concernshim.4

3. Delfgauw andDur (2002), in contrast,focus on the more standardcase where workershave privateinformation
about their own (dis)utility from working on the task, which they may then want to signal to, or conceal from, the
employer.
4. We in fact focus on the polar case where individuals are fully rational and Bayesian. Although people
surely make mistakes in processing information,we want the model to reflect the fact that they cannot constantlyfool
themselves, or others.
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We first show that rewardsmay be only weak reinforcersin the short term and that, as
stressedby psychologists, they may have hidden costs, in that they become negative reinforcers
once they are withdrawn.The idea is that by offering low-powered incentives, the principal
signals thatshe truststhe agent. Conversely,rewards(extrinsicmotivation)have a limited impact
on currentperformance,andreducethe agent'smotivationto undertakesimilartasksin the future.
We then use the same logic to show that empoweringthe agent is likely to increasehis intrinsic
motivation.Similarly,help offered by othersmay be detrimentalto one's self-esteem and create
a dependence.
More generally, we conclude that explicit incentives may, but need not, be negative
reinforcers;our analysis actually suggests when rewardsand punishmentswork, and when they
backfire.The "crowdingout" case first requiresthat the agent be less knowledgeable in some
dimension than the principal;this asymmetryof informationis likely to be more importantin
some settings (education,health, new occupations)than in others (relatively standardizedjobs).
Furthermore,a sorting condition must hold, in that the principalmust be more inclined to offer
a rewardwhen the agent has limited ability or the task is unattractive.Otherwise,there will be
"crowdingin". Thus, when concernedabout a potential negative impact of rewards,one should
first check whether the rewardprovider has private informationabout the task or the agent's
talent. One should then, as the agent does, think throughthe provider'sulteriormotivationand
how her payoff from giving a contingentrewardis affected by her knowledge.
In additionto low-poweredincentives, we also investigatehow the principalcan sometimes
use non-contingentpayments(similarto "burningmoney")to signal her confidencein the agent's
ability. While their short-termincentive effects differ, reducing the slope of the compensation
schedule (the piece rate) and increasing its base part (the fixed salary) are two related ways in
which the principal'sconfidence-managementmotive will be reflectedin equilibriumcontracts.
Each has its domain of applicability(as we show), but both have similar effects on intrinsic,or
long run, motivation,as well as on wage inequality.Indeed, by weakening the link (elasticity)
between performanceand compensation,both signalling strategiesreduce earnings inequality
across workers,in a Lorenz sense.
While most of the social psychology andhumanresourcemanagementliteraturesemphasize
the necessity of boosting and protecting the self-esteem of one's personal and professional
partners,people often criticize or downplay the achievementsof their spouse, child, colleague,
coauthor,subordinateor teammate.In the second part of the paperwe consider several reasons
why this may be, and formalize in more detail what is perhaps the most common one. We
argue that such "ego bashing"may reflect battlesfor dominance:by lowering the other's selfconfidence, an individual may gain real authoritywithin the relationship,enabling her to steer
joint decisions or projects in a preferreddirection. This generally comes at a cost, however,
namely the risk of demotivatingthe partnerfrom seeking good projects, or from exerting effort
at the implementationstage. We study this tradeoff, distinguishing two related forms of ego
bashing:one is "by omission", where the principalomits to reportnews favourableto the agent;
the otheris active "disparaging",in which she explicitly belittles the agent. While both strategies
lower the agent's self-confidence,the firstone is reversible(the news can always be revealedlater
on), whereas the second is not. This is shown to have interestingimplications for the timing of
strategicdisclosures of information(ego bashing and ego boosting) in situationswhere both the
agent's initiativeandjoint controlrights are at stake.
The paperis organizedas follows. Section 1 providesa generalintroductionto the "lookingglass self" mechanism. Section 2 analyses the interplay of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation,
focusing in particularon the hidden cost of rewards. Section 3 shows how the main insights
carry over to other confidence-managementstrategies such as delegation, help and coaching.
Section 4 studies the costs and benefits of ego bashing. Section 5 offers concludingremarks.
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1. THE LOOKING-GLASSSELF
We begin here with a relatively general and abstractframework,then specialize it in the rest of
the paper.Readersmore interestedin specific psychological and economic applicationsthanin a
unified presentationof the underlyingmechanismsmay want to proceed directly to Section 2.
There are two players, an agent (he) and a principal(she). The agent selects a continuous
action or effort level e that impacts both his and the principal'sutilities. The pnncipal knows a
parameter,B,such as the difficultyof the task or the agent's ability to performit, that affects the
agent's payoffs from e. Thus informed, she selects a policy p (belonging to Ilt,for expositional
simplicity) priorto the agent's choice of action; this may be a wage or contingentreward,help,
surveillance,delegation, disclosure of information,or any other "extrinsicmotivator"that can
affect, directly or indirectly,the agent's behaviour.The agent's and the principal'spayoffs are
denoted UA(,B,e, P) and Up (,B,e, P). Priorto his decision, the agent may also pnvately receive
a signal cs thatis informativeaboutp. We shall assumefor simplicitythatthis signal is redundant
if one alreadyknows the principal'sinformation(,Bis a sufficient statistic for (, (r)), but none
of our main conclusions hinge on this assumption.What really mattersis that the pnncipal has
informationrelevantto the agent's perceptionof himself or his task, and (for the specific "trust
effect" discussed below) thatthe principalbe uncertainaboutthe agent's motivation.The timing
of the game is as follows:

Stage1: The principallearns the parameter,Band selects a policy p.
Stage2: After observing the policy chosen by the principal and learning cs, the agent
chooses an action e.
Let us assumehere (for notationalsimplicity)thatthe agent's optimalaction e* dependsonly
on p and on his conditional expectation p(a, p) of the unknownparameter.5The conditioning
of p on p is the "looking-glass-self"phenomenon,whereby the agent tries to see throughthe
principal'sulteriormotives that led to p being selected. As long as the agent's participationin
the relationshipis not at stake, the principal'sexpected payoff from choosing a policy p when
she has informationfi is thus

Ea[Up(t3,
e*(p, ,B(<r,
p)), P) | ]Assuming differentiability(again for simplicity), the principal's choice of policy takes three
effects into consideration:

Ea aaP+aaP.ae*+aup

ae*

ap p-

(1)

The firsttermon the L.H.S. of (1) is the directeffect of p on the principal'spayoff. For example,
if the policy is a wage or bonus, as in the next section, this term is the direct cost of this
compensation,keeping the agent'sbehaviourconstant.The second termcorrespondsto the direct
impact of p on the agent's behaviour.Thus, ceterisparibus,a bonus increases the incentive to
exert effort. These two effects have been investigatedin detail in the agency literature.
We shall be interestedin the third,more novel effect, which correspondsto the principal's
confidence-management
motive. Wheneverthe principal'schoice of policy is guided by private
information,the agent will updatehis beliefs in reaction to the choice of p (term ap/ap).The
principal must then take into account how the agent's interpretationof her choice will affect
his self-confidence that is, his perceived prospects from undertakingthe task. A particularly
importantissue is whethera higherlevel of self-confidenceaffects the agent's decision makingin
5. More generally,it will depend on p and on the conditionaldistributionof ,B,given (a, p).
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a directionthat the principallikes ((aUp/ae)(ae*/aP) > 0) or dislikes ((WUp/ae)(ae*/la) &lt;
0). Sections 2 and 3 will examine many common situations where the principal gains from
boosting the agent's self-confidence. Section 4, on the other hand, will focus on cases where
she may be reluctantto enhance the agent's self-confidence,or may even want to undermineit.
The confidence-managementmotive itself can itself arise throughtwo channels, which we
term the profitabilityeffect and the trust effect. The former arises when the agent's type, on
which the principalhas private information,enters the principal's objectivefunction in a way
thatwould lead her to offer differentpolicies to differentagents, even if it did not affect anyone's
effortlevel. This differentialprofitabilityof a given policy across types correspondsto a standard
sortingcondition;thus, for a one-dimensionalpolicy it means that6
has a constantsign.
a (a Up /
afp aUp/ae /)

(2)

Suppose, for instance, that an employer's expected profits are (proportionally)more sensitive
to the employee's ability when the latter is empowered to make decisions than when he is
closely monitored. The principal will then, ceteris paribus, delegate more to employees she
thinks more highly of, and delegation will be seen as good news by employees. In contrast,
no such profitabilityeffect exists when the principal'sprivateknowledge concerns the cost of
accomplishingthe task, or other aspects of it thatbear solely on the agent's utility,and not on her
own payoff.
The trust(or distrust)effect, on the contrary,ariseswhen the principal'sprivateinformation
concerns a parameter,such as the cost or pleasureof accomplishingthe task, that directlyenters
only in the agent's incentive problem-as envisioned by the principal. The issue here is how
confident the principal is as to the agent's intrinsic motivation-that is, how she thinks the
agent perceives the task and his suitabilityto it. A principalwho has bad news about the agent's
parameter 5 will be pessimistic aboutthe agent's own signal a, and may consequentlyfear that
he will not be motivated enough to exert effort in the absence of added incentives. Providing
strongerincentives, however, will at least partiallyreveal the principal'sdamaging information
(compoundingthe signal or). Thus, once again, extrinsic motivationmay "crowdout" intrinsic
motivation,and the optimalcontractwill be shapedby this tradeoff.
It is worthnoting also thatfor the puretrusteffect to operate,theremustbe some uncertainty
(a) on the part of the principal about the exact incentives perceived by the agent. Otherwise,
the latter's response Pf(p) to any policy p would be perfectly predictable, and the principal
would simply maximize Up (fi, e*(p, fi(p)), p). It is easily verified that, absent a profitability
effect (i.e. when the expression in (2) is zero, e.g. when Up is independentof ,8), the optimal
policy is then completely independentof, and hence uninformativeabout,the agent's type Pf.It
is quite reasonableto assume, however,that the agent does receive a privatesignal, causing the
principalto worry (be uncertain)abouthis resultingmotivation.As mentionedearlier,this may
come from past personalexperience, or from friends and brethren.Anotherimportantsource of
informationis the agent's own initial perceptionas he startsperformingthe task: how he feels
after a few weeks or months on the job, at school or in a diet programme;after reading a few
chaptersof a challenging book, a few minutes of working on a puzzle or painting a fence, etc.
In many such real-worldcases, the effort decision e should be interpretedas a continuationor
"perseverance"decision-that is, whetheror or not the agent will carrythe task to completion.
6. In Section 2.2.2 we shall actually consider two-dimensional policies, consisting of a lump-sum payment
and a performance-contingentbonus. We shall then use the general "implementabilitycondition"(see, e.g. Fudenberg
and Tirole (1991, pp. 258-260)) that extends the Spence-Mirlees sorting condition to multidimensional policies
P = (PI .,Pn):

Ei1

-

(P

/Pi) (dpi) must have a constantsign.
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To bring into sharperfocus the trustandprofitabilityeffects, let us specialize our framework
further.Many of our applications(e.g. bonuses, help, delegation)will sharea common structure,
where the principal's payoff function can be written as Up (,, e, p) = eA(,6, p). In this
formulation,the agent'sequilibriumeffort e is a zero-one decision of whetheror not to undertake
the task, and the functionA is the principal'sexpectedpayoff when e = 1. The profitabilityeffect
is then governedby the sortingcondition

a eAp(p,p)\
a (aup/ap\
a2lnUp
( Up/a
2 In
(3)
Ua has a constantsign,
p)\ =
pl p =- 3-6 (eAp(,
3,6 aUp/ae)
A(/3,p)
afip
)
which is a simple form of complementarity.
To capture the pure trust effect, assume now that Up, hence also A, does not depend on
at
all.
Then, undermild conditions on UA(,, e, p) and the conditionaldistributionG(a I f,),
/P
the agent will work only when he receives a signal a better than some thresholda* (p), which
depends on the policy p due to the looking-glass phenomenon.The principal'sexpected profits
can then be writtenas [1- G(ra*(p) I| )]A(p). One may then, intuitively,treatthe agent's action
thresholda* as the effort variablethat the principalis trying to influence throughher policy p,
and look at a sortingcondition for the "reduced-form"objective function [1 - G(cr* | /)]A(p).
This yields
_ a 1a
G(a* fl,)
Up/ap
A'(p)
g(ar* I| ) /
A(p)
ap \aup/al* - a,\
The sign of this expression correspondsto a monotone likelihood ratio property(MLRP), that
will be seen to play a key role in the trusteffect. Intuitively,a principalwho observes a "bad"fi
is worriedthat the agent will receive (or has received) a bad signal a, so she feels compelled to
offer him a higher p. This, in turn,is bad news for the agent.
2. THE HIDDEN COSTS OF REWARDS
We shall now specialize the general frameworkto a more concrete model, where the interplay
of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation can be more transparentlyand completely analysed. In
demonstratinghow the "looking-glass self" mechanism can make high-powered incentives
schemes too costly for an optimizingprincipalto adopt,we shall firstemphasizethe trusteffect,
then show how the profitabilityeffect can reinforce or counteractit. Finally, we shall relate the
premisesandresultsof ourmodel to the relevantpsychology literature,andarguethatthey accord
ratherwell with it.
There may of course be still other sources for the hidden costs of rewards;let us mention
here two fairly obvious ones. Concerningthe engagement part, Condry and Chambers(1978,
p. 66) suggest that "rewardsoften distract attention from the process of task activity to the
product of getting a reward".As for the re-engagementpart, these same authors argue that
currentrewardsmay decreasethe individual'swillingness to persist, because they orient activity
towardperformanceratherthan progress. In other words, Condry and Chambersoffer what to
economists is a familiarmultitaskinterpretation:the individualis led by short-termrewardsto
sacrificelong-runpayoffs.7Thus, subjectswho arepaid to solve problemstypicallychoose easier
ones than those who do not expect any payment. While this explanationis well taken, it does
7. For example, in Laffont and Tirole (1988) an agent exerts effort today both to reduce currentoperatingcost
and to increase futureefficiency. Faced with a higher powered incentive scheme (a greatersensitivity of currentreward
to currentcost level), the agent substitutes toward currentcost reduction and sacrifices long-term investment. For a
broaderperspective on multitasking,see Holmstromand Milgrom (1991). Condry and Chambers'argumentfollows a
similarpattern,with the individualallocating his attentionbetween the resolutionof the currentproblem and a "deeper
understanding"of the problem.
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not apply uniformly. For instance, the individual may not be aware of future re-engagement
opportunities,or may just not face any investmentdecision that crowds out currentefficiencyas in the previouslymentionedprogrammesinvolving weight loss, smoking, and seat belts. The
multitaskstorycan also not accountfor the evidence drawnfrom subjects'posteriorreportsabout
their intrinsicinterestin the activity.
2.1. Taskattractivenessand the trust effect
This section describesthe interplaybetween intrinsicand extrinsicmotivationin a situationwith
only a trusteffect. It formalizesthe idea emphasizedin the psychology literaturethatthe subject
finds the task less attractivewhen offered a reward.
As before there are two players, an agent and a principal. The agent chooses whether to
undertakean activity or task (exert effort) or not (exert no effort). His disutility or cost of effort
is denoted c e [c, c]. If the task is successful it yields direct payoffs V > 0 to the agent and
W > 0 to the principal;if it fails, their gross payoffs are both equal to 0. Success requireseffort,
but effort is not sufficientfor success: let 0 e (0, 1] denote the probabilityof success when the
agent exerts effort.
Our focus in this paper is on the principal'ssuperiorityof information;in this section, the
asymmetryconcerns the cost that the agent will bear if he decides to undertakethe task; that is,
/5 = c.8 With little loss of generality,we assume that the principalknows c perfectly.The agent
knows that c is drawnfrom a cumulativedistributionfunction F(c) with a density f (c) thathas
full support;he also learnsa signal a e [0, 1] with conditionaldistributionG(co I c) and positive
density g(a I c). We assume that a higher a is "good news", in the sense of the MLRP
c) is decreasingin c.
for all al and a2 with a1 > a2, g(
(4)
g(a2 I c)
In orderto induce the agentto performthe task, the principalcan offer a rewardthatis contingent
on effort if she observes it, or on output if she does not. In the present context where the
probability of success 0 is common knowledge and both parties are risk-neutral,the former
situationis equivalentto the latter,as is perhapsmost easily seen for 0 = 1. We shall therefore
focus the exposition on contractswhere the principal selects a rewardor performance-based
"bonus"b &lt;
W, to be paid in case of success. In applicationswherethe agent is paidjust to carry
out the task, successfully or unsuccessfully (e.g. paying a child to read a book, independentlyof
whether it will turn out to be useful to him or his parents),one will rememberthat when e is
observable a bonus scheme is equivalentto a wage offer of w _ Ob,in exchange for the mere
supply of effort. Note also that negative wages or bonuses are allowed (as in the Tom Sawyer
illustrationdiscussed below).9
We shall initially abstractfrom the agent's participationconstraint,and normalizethe noncontingentpartof the contractto zero. As we show lateron, this does not affect the results, since
the agent's cost c has no effect on the principal'sgain from inducinghim to performthe task. The
agent's net benefitin case of success is thus V + b andthe principal'sis W - b, while both parties
obtain 0 in case of failure. The stage-1 policy decision for the principalis thus the choice of a
rewardwhich we formalize as being a monetaryone; but, in line with the psychology literature,
8. Equivalentlyit could be V, as long as it is uncorrelatedwith the principal'spayoff W. As explainedearlier,the
pure trusteffect concernsprivateinformationof the principalthatdirectly enters only in the agents' incentiveproblem.
9. Alternatively,rewardscould be constrainedto be non-negative(an assumptionthatmakes sense when the agent
can sabotage his observableperformancewithout destroying V, or when V is a privatebenefit or learningexperience
from undertakingthe task). Proposition1, in what follows, would then still hold, as the non-negativityconstraintaffects
only the extentto which the principalcan reveal her information.
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b could with slight modificationsbe interpretedas working conditions, praise, friendliness or
(minus) punishment.
Werethe agent to know his cost c, he would choose to exert effort if and only if
O(V + b) > c.
Thus, when the agenthas the same informationas the principal,the rewardis a positivereinforcer.
In our model, however,only the principalobserves c; the agent receives only a signal a aboutc.
We shall now analyse the perfect Bayesian equilibriaof this two-stage game. When offered
a rewardb, the agent updateshis beliefs about c using the principal'sequilibriumstrategy.Let
C(a, b) = E[c I a, b] denote the agent's (interim)assessment of the task's difficulty,that is, his
expectationof the cost, conditionalon his signal and the rewardhe is offered. This expectation
is a weakly decreasingfunction of the signal o. Letting e E {0, 1} denote the agent's effort, his
utility is UA = [O(V + b) - c(a, b)]e, and there exists a thresholdsignal a*(b) in [0, 1] such
that: 0
if and only ifa > a*(b).
0(V + b)
c(a, b) &lt;
(5)
The principal'spayoff if she offers the performancebonus b when her informationis c is thus
Eo[Up] = O[1- G(a*(b) I c)][W - b],

(6)

which she maximizes over b.
Throughoutthe paper,we shall ignore "degenerate"equilibriawhere the principalreceives
zero regardlessof her type because the agent exerts no effort wheneverb &lt;
W. Such equilibria,
when they exist, are supportedby very pessimistic beliefs that a principalwho offers any bonus
below W must have really bad information,say, c = c. Conversely,degenerateequilibriaare
ruled out when 0 (V + W) > c: by offering a bonus slightly below W, the principalcan ensure
that the agent works.11Let us now denote by B the set of equilibrium bonuses; thatis, b E B if
and only if b is an equilibriumoffer by the principalfor some "type"c. Clearly,if bl and b2 both
b2, then
belong to B, with bl &lt;
a*(bl) > a*(b2)

(7)

If this inequalitydid not hold the principalcould, regardlessof her informationaboutc, (weakly)
increase the likelihood of effort while offering the lower wage. Therefore, b2 could not be an
equilibriumoffer.
Proposition 1. In equilibrium:
b2, then a*(bl) > a*(b2).
(i) Rewardsare positive short-termreinforcers:if bl &lt;
(ii) Rewardsare bad news, in that a confidentprincipal offers a lower wage or bonus: if bl is
a rewardofferedwhen the principal knows the task's difficultyto be cl, and b2 is offered
when she knows it to be c2 > cl, then b2 > bl.
(iii) Rewardsunderminethe agent's assessmentof the task's attractiveness:for all (al, a2) and
all equilibriumrewardsbl &lt;
b2,
E[c I a1, bl] &lt;
E[c I a2, b2.
10. If E(c I 1, b) > 0(V + b), one can define a*(b) = 1; if E[c I 0, b] &lt;
0(V + b), one can define a*(b) = 0.
11. Degenerateequilibriawould also disappearif we assumedthatthe principal'sinformationis an almost, but not
totally, sufficientstatisticfor the agent's truecost c, in the sense that there is always a very small but positive probability
that the agent's signal a is so favourablethat he undertakesthe task regardlessof the inference drawnfrom the bonus
offer.
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Future assessments of task attractivenessare also always reduced by an increase in the
reward:the expectationof c conditional on ar,b, the action and the outcome is decreasing
in b regardlessof or,the action and the outcome.
Proof. Part (i) has already been established. The proof of part (ii) rests on a standard
revealed preference argument. Suppose that bi is an optimal bonus when the principal has
information ci, i = 1, 2, and denote ai = a*(bi). Since bi is optimal given ci, it must be
that
0[1 - G(cri I ci)][W - bi] > 0[1 - G(aj I ci)][W - bj],

hence
1 - G(crl
1-G(a2

Cl)
ci)

-

W - b2
W-bl

1 - G(cal
- G(c2

C2)
1 C2)'

Since c2 > cl, the MLRP requiresthat ac > ca2.Hence bl &lt;
b2 since a*(.) is decreasing.This
establishes part(ii) which, in turn,implies that pooling occurs only over intervals.12Therefore,
if the principaloffers bl to types [c1, cI] and b2 > bl to types [c2, c2], it must be that cl &lt;
c2.
This establishespart(iii) of the proposition. [1
Proposition1 demonstratesthe main idea of how the trusteffect-the principal'sexpectation
of what views the agent is likely to hold-gives rise to a conflict between extrinsicand intrinsic
motivation, which in turn shapes the optimal contract.13It also has a number of interesting
additionalimplicationsand extensions.

* Forbiddenfruits. A higherrewardis, in equilibrium,associated with a less attractivetask;
therefore,bonuses (or higherwages when effort is observable)reduce intrinsicmotivation.
Conversely,"forbiddenfruits"are the most appealing.14Indeed, the optimal bonus could
well be zero, perhaps even negative. A famous (literary) case is that of Tom Sawyer
demandingbribes from otherboys to let them paint a fence in his place:
Therewas no lackof material;
boys happenedalongeverylittlewhile;theycameto jeer,
but remainedto whitewash.... And when the middle of the afternooncame, from being
a poor poverty-strickenboy in the morning,Tom was literallyrolling in wealth. He had a
nice, good, idle time all the while-plenty of company-and the fence had three coats of
whitewashon it! If he hadn'trun out of whitewashhe would have bankruptedevery boy in
the village.15
12. Thereis in factno pure-strategy
theagent'sbehaviour
In suchanequilibrium,
would
equilibrium.
separating
overbonusesthatinducecompliance
notdependon his signal.Theprincipal's
withprobability
1 will thenbe
preference
thesameforall c (choosethelowestone),andso somepoolingmustnecessarily
occur.
13. Regarding
of theagent'sviewof thetask'sattractiveness
part(iii), it mightbe objectedthattheundermining
as he will learnthe cost c by doingthe taskanyway.Notefirst,however,thatthe agentmaybe
has no consequence,
fromundertaking
the task,andthereforenot learn.Second,ourparameter
c may standfor the expected
discouraged
even
shock;thechoiceof bonusis theninformative
utilitycost,whiletherealizedcostalsodependson a period-specific
whentheagentexertseffort.Finally,theremaybe nolearningby doingwhenthebonussignalstheprobability
of success
to it, andsuccessis linkedto a sequenceof investments
whoseultimateoutcomeis
0, orthelong-runpayoffV attached
observedonlywitha delay.
14. A simplerelabellingof actionsextendsourresultsto situationsof conflictinginterests,wherethe agent's
successis theprincipal's
failure.Supposeforinstancethata parentthreatens
a childwithan expectedpunishment
p>
0 if he smokes.Thepunishment
is (equally)costlyto both.Let W > 0 andV Z 0 denotetheparent'sandthechild's
payoffsfromhis not smoking(savings,long-termhealthbenefits)andc the pleasureto be expectedfromsmoking.
Confronted
with a signala positivelycorrelatedwithc accordingto the MLRP,the childrefrainsfromsmokingif
V + p, whichoccursforar&lt;
a* (p); theparentchoosesp to minimizeG(ar*(p)I c))(W+ p). Thesame
E(c | a, p) &lt;
reasoningas earliershowsthata stronger
punishment
signalsa greaterconcernthatsmokingis likelyto be attractive.
15. MarkTwain,TheAdventures
of TomSawyer(1876,Chapter2).
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* Impropercausal attributions.While our analysis shows thatthe short-termincentiveeffect
of rewardsis reducedby their informationalcontent, it also demonstrateshow an outside
observer might actually underestimatethe power of these incentives. The probabilityof
effort, 1 - G(a*(b) I c), and the probabilityof success, 01[1- G(a*(b) I c)], are both
decreasingin c, which is known only to the principal.Because c covaries positively with
b in equilibrium,the observerwho simply correlatesb with outcomes may conclude that
rewardsarenegativereinforcerseven in the short run.The reasonis thatsuch unconditional
correlationsor regressions fail to take into account the fact that a principal seeking to
induce compliance offers the highest incentives to the agents who would otherwisebe the
least likely to work.16
* Robustness. We have so far assumed that the bilateral relationship was not at stake,
and have thereforeignored the agent's participationconstraint.Let U denote his outside
reservationutility, which we assume to be independentof the attractivenessof the task at
hand. If 0(V + b) - E(c I ac*(b),b) > U, the participationconstraintis not binding.
Otherwise, a*(b) must be replaced by max{a*(b), a**(b)}, where cr**(b) is defined by
0(V + b) - E(c I a**(b), b) = U. The proof of Proposition1 is otherwise unaltered,and
the conclusions thereforeunchanged.
* Immediatere-engagementeffects. The re-engagementeffect may occur even if the agent
does not undertakethe same task repeatedly.First,the informationconveyed by incentives
on one task (say, math homework) spills over to correlatedtasks (physics homework).
Second, and more interestingly,rewards may have an immediatenegative impact when
performancemeasurementis state-contingent.Consider the same model as above, where
the principalcan initially threatento punish the agent in case of poor performanceor bad
behaviour,but let the effectiveness of her monitoringtechnology now fluctuaterandomly.
The agent learns, before making his decision, whether he is likely to be caught if he
misbehaves, or to escape detection. The threatof punishmentthen has a positive (short
term) reinforcementeffect in instances when the agent knows that monitoringis effective,
but only a negativeone (the analogueof a re-engagementeffect) when he thinksthathe can
"get away with it". A familiarcase is a teenager'sheightenedtemptationto violate his (her)
parents'strictprohibitionon smoking, in situationswhere they cannotcatch him (her).
2.2. Self-confidence:trustand profitabilityeffects
When the principalhas private informationabout the agent's ability 0 ratherthan the cost of
implementingthe task, a new effect may enter into the agent's inference process. As we shall
see, this profitabilityeffect, when it is present (this will depend on the type of contractallowed),
works here in the same directionas the trusteffect.
We now assumethatc and V arecommon knowledge,whereasbothpartiesaredifferentially
informed about the agent's probabilityof success 0, which is drawnfrom a distributionF(O)
with density f (0) on [0, 0]. The principalobserves 0 exactly, whereas the agent only receives
an imperfect signal a e [0, 1], with conditional distributionG(a I 0) and density g(a I 0)
satisfying the MLRP-just as in (4), but with a highera now signalling a higher 0. The agent's
effort is unobservableto the principal, who therefore conditions the bonus b on a successful
performance.
16. In the two-type example developedin what follows (Proposition3) for instance,the observerwill see the agent
working with positive probability(perhapseven a high probability)even when no rewardis offered. From this he might
be led to infer that rewardsdo not make much of a difference, and could thus perhapsbe reduced or done away with.
This would be a mistake, because in situationswhere the rewardis actually given, it does have a significantimpact on
performance.
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2.2.1. No lump-sum payment. As in the previoussection, we firstrestrictattentionto the
case where contractsofferedby the principaldo not involve any non-contingenttransfers(lumpsum payments) in either direction. There is then still no profitabilityeffect: in the principal's
objective function Up = Oe(W - b), the marginal rate of substitutionbetween b and e is
independentof 0. As a result, Proposition 1 carriesover with a mere change of notation:17
Proposition 2. All the results in Proposition 1 apply (with the appropriatechanges in
notation and terminology)when the principal'sprivate informationand the agent's noisy signal
bear on the agent's probabilityof success 0 ratherthan on the task's difficultyc.
Let us now furtherspecialize the model by assuming that 0 can take only two values, OH
and OL &lt;
OH,with associated conditional densities for the agent's signal gH (a) and gL(a).
The MLRP means that gH/gL is increasing.We also assume that rewardscannot be negative,
b > 0,18and thatif we denote by bW,k e {L, H}, the minimumfeasible bonus thatinduces effort
when the agent is fully informedabouthis ability,
b* = max 0,-Vk Ok

(9)

W. The agent's reservationutility will, without loss of generality,be
b3 &lt;
then 0 = b/ &lt;
normalizedto zero. We shall refer to this combinationof assumptionsas the "two-type case".
It allows for a more explicit version of Proposition2, both characterizingall perfect Bayesian
equilibria and identifying a unique refined equilibrium;the refinement used here is Cho and
Kreps' (1987) version of "Nevera WeakBest Response"(NWBR).19
Proposition 3. In the two-typecase, where gH/gL has full support (0, +oo):
b* to a moreable agent (0 = OH),
(i) In any equilibrium,theprincipal offersa low bonus b &lt;
and randomizes between the bonuses b and bj when dealing with a less able agent
(0 = OL).

(ii) There is a unique NWBR-refinedequilibrium,and it is such that b = 0. Theprobability
of pooling (offering b = 0 when 0 = OL),X* > 0, and the unconditionalprobabilityof
no bonus, fH + fLx*, both increase with the agent's initial self-confidence,fH. Thetrust
effect thusforces the principal to adopt low-poweredincentives,and the more so the more
self-confidentthe agent is.
Proof. See the Appendix.

|

2.2.2. Lump-sum payments. We have so far ruled out lump-sum payments. In some
applications,these might indeed not be feasible-e.g. when one of the two partieshas no cash, or
is protectedby limited liability.Note also that any equilibriumoutcome in the absence of lumpsum payments is still an equilibriumwhen they are allowed (sustained by out-of-equilibrium
beliefs that such transfersconvey no information).
17. As before, "degenerate"equilibria,in which the principalreceives a zero payoff regardlessof her type, are
ruled out-for instanceby assumingthat 0(V + W) > c.
18. Here again, imposing b > 0 only reduces the scope for signalling in equilibrium,but leaves all the results
0 may just not be feasible.
qualitativelyunaffected.See also footnote 9 for reasons why b &lt;
19. See, e.g. Fudenbergand Tirole (1991, p. 454) for a formal definition.As explainedthere,NWBR is somewhat
strongerthan Cho and Kreps' "intuitivecriterion".
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In many importantcases, however, a more general menu of contractsis feasible, allowing
the principalto offer a (positive or negative) up-frontwage a, together with a bonus b in case
of success.20 Under symmetric information,the lump-sum transferonly enables the principal
to tax the (high-ability)agent for the rent he derives from the activity. In a situation of private
information,in contrast,the principalcan use it to signal that she knows the agent to have a high
probabilityof success. The intuitionis akin to "burningmoney", in an amountthat would wipe
out any profitsto be expected by inducing a low-ability agent to work, but would still leave the
principalwith a positive surplusif a high-abilityagent undertookthe task. As we shall see below,
this is a form of what we termedthe profitabilityeffect.
There are, however, many equilibria in the multidimensional signalling game where a
contract is a pair (a, b). We shall not attempt a complete analysis of the (potentially very
large) equilibriumset, but ratherlimit ourselves to the two-type framework,which yields the
key insights. Suppose therefore, as above, that the agent's ability can be either high or low,
0 E {OH,OL}, and denote respectively by GH(a) and GL(a) the cumulative distribution
functionsof his signal a in each case. We shall assume that
OHGH(a) > OLGL(CT),

for all a > 0.

(10)

This is essentially a limited informativenesscondition, requiringthat the signal's distribution
does not vary too much with the underlying state. Its differentiable version, -a In G(a I
1, states that the elasticity of non-participationwith respect to 0 of an agent using
0)/a In0 &lt;
any given cutoff rule a must be less thanone.21
Proposition 4. In the two-type case, with limited informativeness,there is a unique
separating perfect Bayesian equilibrium that satisfies the NWBR criterion. A principal who
observes the agent to be of ability Ok,k e {L, H}, offers the contract (ak, bk), with bk = bk
and aL = 0 &lt;
c - OLV = aH. Theprincipal's expected utility is UPL= OL(V+ W) - c when
=
0 OL,and U - OLV + OHW - c when 0 = OH.Theagent's expectedutilityin each case is,
respectively,0 and (OH- 0L)V.
Proof. See the Appendix. I|
Thus, even with this more general class of contracts,it is still the case thata more high-powered
incentive scheme-that is, a higher b and a lower a:
(i) is a positive reinforcerin the short-run,since it leads (low 0) agents to exert effort who
otherwise would not have done so;
(ii) is bad news for the agent and permanentlydamageshis self-confidence,no matterwhatthe
task's outcome turnsout to be.
Souvorov (2003) shows that similarconclusions hold for all NWBR equilibria:under(10),
the high type offers bonus b* = 0 and the low type weakly mixes between b* and
bM. Overall, these results highlight the workings of the profitability effect that comes into
play when lump-sum payments (as opposed to conditional bonuses) are allowed: whereas
= e/(W - b) is independentof 0 due to the multiplicativeform of
-(OUp/ab)/(aUp/8e)
= 1/(O(W - b)) is decreasing in 0, meaning that a
expected output, -(aUp/aa)/(8Up/8e)
lump-sumtransferis an investment(in signalling) thathas a higherrate of returnwhen the agent
20. Wethankananonymous
refereeforprompting
usto analysethelump-sum
paymentcase,andto morecarefully
effects.
betweenthetrustandprofitability
discriminate
21. It is, forexample,satisfiedby G(a I 0) = 1 -e 0F-(-) forall Or [0, 1].
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is talented.22The complete specificationof the contractwill dependon the particularequilibrium
thatis played (e.g. contrastthose of Propositions3 and4), but underthe standardrefinementused
here, the basic resultof a less performance-dependent
compensationscheme for more able agents
remainsverified.
There are also some differences with the no-lump-sum-transfercase. First, bonuses are the
same as under symmetric information,so in that sense, the informed-principalgame leads to
no distortionof incentives. Second, because of the fixed wage, the (high-ability)agent's utility
is now higher than under symmetricinformation.Thus, the general weakening of performancebased compensationwhich is the model's main insight now takes the form of a lower share of
contingentcompensationin total compensation.In particular,it still implies that the distribution
of rewardsacross a given populationof agents will be more equal, in a Lorenz sense, due to the
confidence-managementproblem.
It is worth commenting here on the uses and limits of money-burningstrategies. Proposition 4 unveils an importantnew dimension of confidence management,and indeed, one often
observes principalsburningresourcesin such an effort-spending for instance considerabletime
trying to "convince"agents to attemptchallenging tasks by giving them pep talks, encouragements, and similarunverifiable,soft information.At the same time, the money- or time-burning
strategycan only be partof the overall story, for severalreasons. First, the profitabilityeffect to
which it gives rise when the principal'sprivateinformationis about 0 does not occur when it is
about the task's attractiveness(the cost c, or the ultimaterewardV). As a result, one can show
that the no-lump-sumequilibrium(the analogueto Proposition3 for unknownc or V) remains
a NWBR equilibriumwhen such transfersare allowed, provided the cutoffar* is not too high.
Second, burning money is a non-contingentreward.In contrast, the psychology literatureon
intrinsicmotivationmostly emphasizes the effects of contingentrewards,and the leading experimental case is that of a task of unknown attractiveness.23Yet anotherlimitation of lump-sum
transfersin a broaderframeworkis that they tend to attract"undesirabletypes". This would be
the case for example in our model if a fractionof the populationwere lazy-had a large cost of
effort c-and if the principalwas unableto distinguishbetween lazy and diligent types.24
In summary,our analysis distinguishingbetween the trust and profitabilityeffects makes
clear that low-powered incentives and burning money are two ways in which the principal's
confidence-managementmotive will be reflected in equilibriumcontracts-each with its own
domainof applicability,but with similareffect on wage inequalityand long-runmotivation.
2.3. Back to the debate
(a) Relation to the psychology literature
Let us now returnto the hiddencost of rewards.Ourapproach,in the traditionof economics
and cognitive psychology, focuses on the individual's beliefs and motivation. An alternative
22. Correspondingly,
theimplementability
condition(see footnote6) for thetwo-dimensional
policyp = (a, b)
Anothersimpleway to see thattherole
reducesto its component
in a, whichrequiresthatda/dO > 0 in equilibrium.
4 appliesunchanged
effectis to observethatProposition
hereis to createa profitability
of lump-sumtransfers
whenthe
agentdoesnotreceiveanyprivatesignal(GH=- GL), in whichcasewe sawin Section1 thattherecanbe no puretrust
effect.
literature
has also examinedthe effectsof unconditional
rewardson intrinsicmotivation.
23. Theexperimental
Typically, none is found (e.g. Deci et al., 1999). In these setups, however, the experimenterdoes not selectively give

is used, andsubjectsmay not evenbe awareof
the lumpsumto somesubjectsandnot to others(a randomization
can be thoughtto havea stakein the
differencesin treatment).
It is also generallynot one wherethe experimenter
so he wouldagainhaveno incentiveto "bummoney"to boosthismotivation.
subject'sperformance,
24. Anotherpotentiallimitationon the use of lump-sumtransfers(at leastlargeones)is thatwhenagentsare
risk-averse,
utilityof income,andcanthusactually
lump-sum
paymentreducestheirmarginal
givingthema substantial
makeit harderto motivatethemto work.
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viewpoint, along the lines of the behaviourist school (Hull (1943), Skinner (1953)) would
shun the inner process and posit a direct link from stimulus to response. The agent would
then just be assumed to exhibit an instinctive, aversive reaction to being offered a contingent
reward,or threatenedwith a punishment.Not surprisingly,we are not inclined to adopt such a
"reducedform" approach.While individuals do not really compute perfect Bayesian equilibria
when interpretingsignals from their environment,there is a lot of evidence that they are quite
sophisticatedat (and definitely intent on) getting to the motives behind the words and deeds of
the people with whom they interact.25Moreover,in the present context the information-based
approach delivers two importantbenefits. First, it helps understandwhy the response to the
stimulus is what it is. Second, it generates testable predictions as to when rewardsmay indeed
have real costs, and when this view is likely to be a myth.
Thus, we have identifieda class of interactionsbetween a privatelyinformedprincipaland
an agent who attemptsto infer her motives from the type of contractsoffered to him, that have
the following implications:
* Rewardsimpact intrinsic motivation.Whereasunder symmetricinformationthe intrinsic
(0V - c) and extrinsic (Ob) motivations can be cleanly separated,under asymmetric
informationthey cannot.When the agentis unsureabouthis ability,the intrinsicmotivation
0 (a, b) V - c decreaseswith the level of the bonus. Similarly,when he does not know how
costly or exciting the task is, his perceptionof it, c(O, b), is affected by the level of the
wage or reward.
* A rewardis a positive reinforcerin the shortterm, but always decreases futuremotivation.
These conclusions, as well as the underlyingmechanisms,arewell in line with an important
branchof the social psychology literature.Indeed,the standardreferenceson the hiddencosts of
rewards(Lepperet al. (1973), Deci (1975), Deci and Ryan (1985)) are based on self-perception
and attributiontheories, accordingto which individualsconstantlyreassess the reasons for their
and others' behaviour.Both approachesemphasizethe informationalimpactof rewards.As Deci
(1975, p. 42) argues:
Every reward(including feedback) has two aspects, a controlling aspect and an informational aspect which providesthe recipientwith informationabouthis competenceand selfdetermination.

Both views also stress the re-engagement effects of rewards. Thus Schwartz (1990),
commentingon Lepperet al. (1973), argues:
Reinforcementhas two effects. First,predictablyit gains controlof [an] activity,increasing
its frequency. Second,... when reinforcementis later withdrawn,people engage in the
activity even less than they did before reinforcementwas introduced.

The tensionbetween the short-termand long-termeffects on motivationof offeringa reward
also suggests the following idea: once a rewardis offered, it will be required-and "expected"every time the task has to be performedagain-perhaps even in increasingamounts.26In other
words, throughtheir effect on self-confidence,rewardshave a "ratcheteffect". This irreversibility may explain people's (e.g. parent's)reluctanceto offer them, even on occasions where they
25. With, naturally,some variations in the population. For example, adults usually have more experience in
interpretingsocial signals thanchildren,and the latterthemselvesexhibit differentspeeds of learningthese skills.
26. The same task, or related tasks: see Frey, Fehr and Benz (2000) for experimentalevidence showing that the
crowding out of motivationmay extendbeyond the area of intervention.
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would seem like a small price to pay to get the currentjob done. Souvorov (2003) analyses this
question using a two-periodextension of the present model; an additionaleffect arises, namely
thatthe agent now has a strategicincentiveto appeardemotivated(having a low a), in orderto be
given a higher bonus in the future. Souvorovestablishes three monotonicityproperties.First,in
each period a low type is offered a (weakly) higherbonus, meaningthatPropositions1-3 hold in
a dynamic context as well. Second, for a given type, the bonus is (weakly) increasingover time,
validatingour earlierconjecture.Finally, for each given type, the initial bonus is lower when the
principalis the same in both periods than if there are two differentprincipals;the reason is that
a long-lasting principalinternalizesthe fact thatrewardsare habit-forming.
Our results are also consistent with Etzioni's (1971) claim that workers find control of
their behaviourvia incentives "alienating"and "dehumanizing",with Kohn's (1993) argument
that incentive schemes make people less enthusiasticabout their behaviour,and with Deci and
Ryan's 1985 view that rewardschange the locus of causality from internalto external,making
employees bored, alienatedand reactiveratherthan proactive.
(b) Promisedvs. ex post rewards
Our analysis can also help clarify the differencebetween what we would label "promised"
or "exante"contingentrewards,and "discretionary"or "expost" rewards.Ourmodel is aboutthe
control of behaviourthroughrewards:the principalselects a rewardfor a well-defined effort or
performancebefore the agent's decision. The agent then rationallyinterpretsthe rewardscheme
as a signal of distrustor of a boring task.
By contrast,rewardsthat are discretionary(not contractedfor) may well boost the agent's
self-esteem or intrinsic motivation, because of a different learning effect: the worker or child
learns from the rewardthat the task was considered difficult (and thereforethat he is talented),
or that the supervisoror parentis appreciativeof, proud of, or cares about his performanceand therefore that it is worth repeating it. Giving ex post a bicycle to a hard-workingchild,
or a special pay rise or early promotionto a productiveassistant professor will not lead him
to infer that his behaviourwas controlled, because the principal was under no obligation (no
commitment)to rewardany particularoutcome. And receiving the rewardis good news, because
the agent initially did not know how to interprethis performance.The rewardthen providesthe
agent with an indirectmeasureof his performance.27
(c) Whendoes extrinsicmotivationundermineintrinsicmotivation?
The next point is alludedto in Deci (1975, p. 41):
are enhanced,his intrinsic
If a person'sfeelingsof competenceand self-determination
arediminmotivationwill increase.If his feelingsof competenceandself-determination
ished,his intrinsicmotivationwill decrease.... Wearesuggestingthatsomerewardsor
feedbackwill increaseintrinsicmotivation
throughthisprocessandotherswilldecreaseit,
eitherthroughthisprocessorthroughthechangein perceivedlocusof causalityprocess.
27. Consider an infinite-horizonextension of our model where, at the end of each period, agent and principal
both observe whether the agent's effort was successful (which happens with a known probability0 &lt;1), but only
the principalknows whetherthe long-runpayoffs that will ultimately be reaped from this success are high or low (i.e.
(W, V) E {(WH, VH), (WL, VL)}, with WH > WL and VH > VL;this positive correlationmay, but need not, reflect
altruism).One can think of a parentand a child whose real payoffs to success on exams or test will come much later
in life, in the form of a better career. There is then a natural (Bayesian perfect) reputationalequilibriumwhere the
principalgives a rewardb* in case of success only to high-payoff agents (hence rewardsare good news); conversely,
the agent works only if all previous successes were rewarded.The rewardb* is determinedby the principal'sincentive
8(WH - b*)/(l - 8), where 8 denotes her discountrate.
compatibilitycondition, namely b* = 6(WL - b*)/(l - 3) &lt;
c &lt;
The agent's hypothesizedbehaviouris optimalprovided VL &lt;
VH + b.
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Our economic analysis indeed unveils importantnecessary conditions for rewardsto have
a negative impact on self-confidence. The first is that the principal has informationabout the
agent or the task that the agent does not. This may explain why the existence of hidden costs
of rewards is less controversialin educational settings than in the workplace. Children have
particularlyimperfect knowledge of their selves and of their aptitudesin the quickly changing
tasks which they face as they grow up (curriculum,sports, social interactions,etc.). In contrast,
the structureof rewardsin the workplace is often more anonymous: in most sectors, it is the
same for all workerswith the same "jobdescription".The termsof this (contingent)contractstill
reflect informationaboutthe natureof the job, but much of it may alreadybe publicly known.
The second key condition is the sorting condition: for rewardsto signal a low ability or a
boring task, it must be that the principalis comparativelymore tempted to offer performance
incentives under those circumstances. Conversely, consider the case of a manager who is
promotedfrom a fixed-salaryjob and given the leadershipof a new projector division, together
with a pay-for-performancescheme. In this example (which is related to Section 3.1 below),
the sortingcondition works in the opposite direction:the contingentrewardis associated with a
high level of trustfrom the principal,demonstratedby a large "empowerment"effect, and should
thereforeboost the manager'sself-confidence.
Anotherexamplein which the sortingconditionworksin the oppositedirection,andrewards
are long-termpositive reinforcers,is when a task is subjectto learningby doing and learningis
more effective for a talentedagent. By offering a reward,the principalis then really saying: "I
know that you are talented.Encouragingyou to try would make no sense if you were unableto
learnby doing".Thatthe sortingconditionis needed in orderfor the principalto boost the agent's
self-confidenceis also demonstratedby the standardobservationsthat the use of complimentsto
ingratiateoneself with a personmay backfire,thatparentsoften have a hardtime motivatingtheir
childrento work at school by telling them abouttheirability (0), the rewardsfromeducation(V),
and the pleasureof learning(c); and thatdepressedindividualsoften attributeulteriormotivation
to those who try and comfortthem.28
To sum up, before worrying about the negative impact of rewards,one should first check
that the rewardproviderhas privateinformationabout the task or the agent's talent (including
as we have noted, a greaterability to interpretthe agent's trackrecord).One should then, as the
agent does, think throughthe provider'sulteriormotivationand how her payoff from giving a
contingentrewardis affected by her knowledge.
(d) Retrospectivejustificationand self-perception
The same reasoningthatheld for inferencesaboutthe task's difficultyc obviously appliesto
the agent's payoff V from succeeding in it. Combinedwith imperfectmemory,this result has an
interestingimplicationfor situationswhere currentlyavailableinformationprovidesonly insufficientjustificationfor a certaincourse of action.29Supposethat,at some laterdate,the agent again
faces the choice of whetherto undertakethe same or a similartask; and that, come that time, he
remembersonly thathe chose to engage in it, and the extrinsicincentives thatwere then offered,
28. It would be interestingto assess in this light the evidence on the role of expectations.For example, teachers
with initially over-optimisticexpectationsabouttheir studentslead to changes in the performancesof the studentswhich
tend to confirmthe expectations(RosenthalandJacobson(1968); see also Merton(1948) for a discussion of self-fulfilling
prophecies). It seems, however, that while the students' behaviourchanges, their self-confidence is unaffected (Darley
and Fazio, 1980).
29. See Benabou and Tirole (2002a) for a model of endogenously selective memory or awareness.The present
argumentrequiresonly that memory be imperfect,especially with regardto one's past feelings and emotions (hedonic
payoffs). For a frameworkwhere agents with imperfectrecall make retrospectiveinferences abouttheir own preferences
from theirpast choices, see B6nabouand Tirole (2002b).
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but not his intrinsicinterestin the task (and the laterobservationof V). For instance,an individual
engaged in a long-termproject-writing a book, proving a theorem,runninga marathon-may,
at times, be seized by doubt as to whether the intellectual and ego-gratificationbenefits which
successful completion is likely to bring will, ultimately,justify the requiredefforts. ("Why am
I doing this?") He may then reflect that since he chose to embarkon this project once again in
spite of low financialand careerincentives, the personalsatisfactionenjoyed from previouscompletions (and which, at this later and perhapssomewhat stressful stage, he cannot quite recall)
must have been significant. Hence it is worth perseveringon the chosen path. The result that
b' can thus providea formal explanationfor this kind of ex post
E[V Ia, b] > E[V I b'] for b &lt;
rationalizationof one's own choices (FestingerandCarlsmith(1959), Bem (1967), Staw (1977)).
(e) Paternalism:altruismtowardsa time-inconsistentagent
Another interesting class of situations for which our frameworkis relevant arises when
an agent (child or adult) has time-inconsistentpreferences, generating a divergence between
his own short- and long-run interests. As a result of this "salience of the present",he may for
instance shirk on homework or professional duties, fail to stick to a necessary diet or exercise
regimen, or remain addictedto tobacco, drugs or alcohol. A well intentionedprincipal-parent
or close friend-who takes the long run view of the agent's welfarewill then have the exact same
incentives as those we analyse here to manipulatethe agent's perceptionsof himself and of the
tasks he faces-"for his own good".30
3. OTHERCONFIDENCE-ENHANCEMENTSTRATEGIES
3.1. Empowermentand motivation
Section 2 showed that the principalmay signal the agent's ability (high 0), the attractivenessof
the task (low c) or its long-term payoff (high V) through the use of a low-powered incentive
scheme. In the same spirit,we now investigatethe use of delegationor empowermentto induce
an agent to carry out the objectives of the principal (Miles, 1965). Intuitively, the principal
demonstratesher confidence in the agent's ability (or, more generally,his intrinsic motivation)
by delegatingcontrol of the task to him. This, in turn,makes it more likely that the agent exerts
effort. The delegationvs. supervisionproblemis also interestingbecause it providesan example
where the profitabilityand trust effects work in opposite directions,in contrastto the previous
section where they reinforcedeach other.31
We shall abstracthere from the explicit rewardsthat were our earlierfocus (a = b = 0).32
Let WI (0) and Wo(0) denote the principal'sexpected payoff when she delegates (d = 1) and
does not delegate (d = 0) to an agent with ability 0, and the agent exerts effort. The principal
1 is the agent's quasi-hyperbolicdiscount factor; 1/,B
30. Formally, W in this case is equal to V/IP, where f5 &lt;
measuresthe salience of the effort cost c for the agent, at the time when he must incurit.
31. The analysis given here is not based on the initiative effect studied in Aghion and Tirole (1997). There, an
agent invests more in the acquisition of information about potential projects if he knows that the principal will not
interferetoo much with his suggestions. In Dessein (2002), the principaldelegates so as to ensure thatthe decision taken
will better reflect the agent's informationthan when the lattercommunicatesit strategicallyand the principaldecides.
By delegating to the agent, the principalsignals a greatercongruence of their objectives. Salancik (1977) proposes yet
anotherviewpoint, namely the "co-optationof personal satisfaction",related to our earlier discussion of retrospective
justification: "Byhaving a person choose to do something,you create a situation that makes it more difficultfor him to
say that he didn't want to do it. And the ironic thing is that the morefreedom you give him to make the decision, the more
constrainingyou makehis subsequentsituation."
32. In footnote 35, we will sketch how the results extend to contracts with lump sum or fixed wage payments
a : 0. We shall continue to abstractfrom contingent rewards,however, as these were the main focus of the previous
section. The constraintb = 0 could reflect, for instance, the fact thatperformanceis not publicly verifiable.
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receives 0 if the agent does not try. As shown below, these reducedforms can be derivedfrom a
situationwhere the principaldecides to eitherrelinquishsome control rights to the agent, or put
in place a supervisoror monitoringtechnology. As earlier,we assume that the principalknows
the agent's probabilityof success 0, while the latterreceives a signal a drawnfrom a cumulative
distributionG(a I 0), with density g(a I 0) satisfyingthe MLRP.The agent's utility is, as usual,
OV - Cd for d e {0, 1} if he exerts effort, and 0 otherwise. We assume that cl &lt;
co: ceteris
paribus, the agent prefers delegation. The timing is as follows. At stage 1, the principalselects
d e {0, 1}. At stage 2, the agent decides whetherto undertakethe task; the principal'spayoff is
Wd(0) if he does, and 0 otherwise.
Assumption1. For all 0 e [0, 1],
d d(Wi(0)
W (0)
I
dO Wo(0)

0
> 0;

W1(0)
Wl(1)
&lt;
1 &lt;
o(0)
Wo(l)

moreover,
moreover

In words, an empowered agent is less likely to create damage to the principal when he
is talented than when he is not. Furthermore,the principal does not want (ceteris paribus) to
delegate the task to an inept agent (0 = 0), and prefersto delegatethe task to a very talentedone
(0 = 1). This implies thatthereexists a 0* in (0, 1) such that,undersymmetricinformation,it is
0*.
efficient to delegate if 0 > 0*, and to monitorif 0 &lt;
* Example:Supposethatthe agent, when paying a cost Cl = co = c, comes up with a project.
The project, in its initial form, will succeed if the agent is "good",and fail if he is "bad".
The principalknows the probability0 thatthe agent is good. If the projectis unmodifiedby
the principaland is successful, the agent receives new job offers, with value V to him; he
receives no such offer if the projectfails, is modified,or if he does not even try.Success also
yields a monetarypayoff W to the principal."Delegation"means transferringthe control
right to the agent, who will then implementhis project without modification,resulting in
expected payoffs 0 V - c for himself and 0 W for the principal(both get 0 if the agent does
not try). Alternatively,the principalmay keep the controlrights and pay a fixed monitoring
cost C to supervise the agent's project. This enables her to discover along the way (and
with some probability)if it is headed for failure, and to then modify it so as to make it
successful. We assume thatthe principalis able, with probabilityx, to turna failing project
into a successful one, where x W > C. Payoffs are then still 0 V - c for the agent (he gets
no credit for a projectmodified by the principalsince it would have failed otherwise), but
now (0 + (1 - 0)x)W - C for the principal.Thus
Wd = [0 + (1 - 0)x(1 - d)]W - C(l - d)
for d e {0, 1}, and thereforeAssumption 1 is satisfied, since
1

WI (0)

Wo(0)

-x+x

-C/W

Assumption 1 correspondsto what we termeda profitabilityeffect, which here pushes the
principaltowards giving greaterautonomy to more able agents. The trust effect, on the other
hand, works in the opposite direction: when a is highly correlated with 0, the principal is
very concerned about boosting the motivationof low-ability agents (offsetting the bad signals
which they are likely to receive). Thus, if delegation is thoughtto be reserved for high-ability
agents, she may want to in fact give it to some very low ability individuals as well. Moreover,
when cl &lt;
co delegation also involves an implicit "reward",in that it makes the task more
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pleasantto perform.Of course, in equilibriumthe looking-glass-self principlewill operate,and
agentswill (on average)correctlyinfer the principal'smotivationsin delegatingor not delegating
to them (e.g. rewards are bad news, as we showed earlier). Due to the conflict between the
profitabilityand trust effects, however, Assumption 1 is generally not sufficient to make the
informationalcontent of delegation unambiguous,even though its effect on the agent's effort
will be unequivocal.This additionalresultwill requirea second assumption:
Assumption2. For all (ao, oa) with ao > aor,the elasticity of the odds ratio (1 - G((ao
0))/(1 - G(aC I 0)) with respect to 0 is less than that of Wi (0)/Wo(0).
This limited-informativenesscondition imposes an upperbound on the trust effect arising
from the correlationbetween the signals 0 and cr received by the principaland the agent.33It
implies thatthe profitabilityeffect dominatesin the agent's inference problem.
Proposition 5. In equilibrium,underAssumption1:
(i) Empowermentalways increases the probability that the agent will exert effort (no matter
what his type 0 is).
0*
(ii) There is more empowermentthan under symmetricinformation:there exists a 0** &lt;
such that the principal delegates whenever0 > 0**.
(iii) Suppose thatAssumption2 holds as well. Empowermentis then always good newsfor the
agent about his ability, and permanentlychanges his attitude towards the task: for any
signal a, E[0 I a, d = 1] > E[0 Ia, d = 0].
Proof. See the Appendix. 11
Proposition5 and its premises are consistentwith Pfeffer's (1994) observationthat:
orsurveillance,
Whenemployeesaresubjectedto closeexternalmonitoring
theymaydraw
the psychologicalinferencethattheyarenot trustedandthusnot trustworthy,
actingin
waysthatreinforcethisperception.34
Note, finally, that while we have abstractedhere from the use of fixed payments by the
principal to signal her trust in the agent ("burningmoney"), the main insights and results
conveyed by Proposition5 are, once again, robustto allowing for lump-sumtransfers.35
3.2. Help
Still assuming that the agent is unsure about his ability, suppose that the principal offers to
contribute a level of help h (at private cost h) in case the agent decides to undertakethe
33. For example, with the conditional distributionG(or I 0) = 1 - e
)/(+k) for a E [0, 1], Assumption2
amountsto imposing a lower bound on k.
34. Cited in Baron and Kreps(1999), who providean illustrationat Hewlett-Packard.
35. Suppose that there are two types, OH and OL, with frequencies fH and fL respectively, such that
1 &lt;
W1(OH)/ WO(OH)and OHV - c > 0 > OLV - c. Performanceis non-verifiable,so the contract
W1(OL)/ WO(OL)&lt;
can only specify a fixed paymenta > 0. If fH is high enough that (fHOH + fLOL)V -c > 0, then {a = 0, d = 1} constitutesa pooling equilibrium,in which the agent exertseffort. Since both types of principalthen receive their maximum
possible payoff, no intuitive-criteriontype of reasoningcould upset this equilibrium(we believe thatit is in fact the only
0, on the otherhand,the Cho-Kreps robust
Cho-Kreps robustequilibriumin this case). When (fH OH+ fL OL)V - c &lt;
so thatone
WI(OH&),
equilibriumwill involve separationor semi-separationvia money burning,providedthat W1(OL)&lt;
can find an aH > 0 = aL such that W1(OL)- aH &lt;
WI(OH) - aH.
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task. This help improves the probability of success, which is thus a function P(0, h) with
Po > 0 and Ph > 0. The agent then undertakesthe project if and only if a > a*(h),
where E:[P(0, h) I a*(h), h]V = c, and a*(h) is a decreasingfunction. Ignoringrewards,the
principal'spayoff is
Up = [1 - G(a*(h)

I 0)][P(O, h)W - h].

(11)

The term in the second bracketis her expected payoff conditionalon the agent's undertakingthe
task. Let us assume thatthe percentageincreasein thatpayoff achieved by a higher level of help
(the expected rate of returnon investing in help) is smallerwhen the agent is talentedthan when
he is untalented:
0.
Assumption3. For all 0 and h, a2ln(P(0, h)W - h)/aa0h &lt;
In other words, help makes more of a differencefor weak agents thanfor strongones.36We
shall also use a limited-informativenesscondition, similarto Assumption2 earlier.
Assumption4. For all (aO, a1) with al > ao and (ho, hi) with h > ho, the elasticity
of the odds ratio (1 - G(ao I 0))/(1 - G(al I 0)) with respect to 0 is less than that of
(P(O, hl)W - hl)/(P(0,

ho)W - ho).

Following the steps in the proof of Proposition5, one easily shows:
Proposition 6. In equilibrium:
(i) Under Assumption3, giving more help always decreases the probability that the agent
exerts effort (his action thresholdra*(h)is increasing in h).
(ii) WhenAssumption4 also holds, a high level of help is always bad news for the agent,
permanentlyweakeninghis self-confidencewith respectto his abilityfor the task.
Proposition6 may explain why help, like rewardsor lack of delegation,can be detrimental
to self-confidence. For example, depression, a recognized disorder of self-esteem (Bibring
(1953)), is relativelycommon among individualswith "dependent"personalitypatterns-that is,
individualswith backgroundscharacterizedby pamperingand overprotection(Snyder, Higgins
and Stucky, 1983, p. 233). Similarly,Gilbertand Silvera (1996) observe that a parentwho finds
dependenceof his or her child gratifyingmay provide unnecessaryassistance.
A sorting condition like the one assumed above seems quite appropriatewhen task
performanceis of a zero-one nature:graduatinghigh school or passing an exam, getting a job or
keeping it, etc. In othersituationsthe sortingconditionmay be reversed,so thatreceiving help is
a positive signal. This is likely to occur when the principal'spayoff in case of success rises with
the agents' ability, or with the level of help which was provided (a more helping principalgets
more "credit").37One can think of situationssuch as joining a start-upfirm,or contributingtime
and money to a political partyor candidate.The two types of sortingconditionscan be illustrated
by the contrastbetween the case of a professorhelping a studentwrite a term paper or getting
his or her thesis done (the professor'spayoff is largely independentof the marginof success with
which the student passes the hurdle), and that where the same professor coauthorsa research
effect:since -(aUp/ah)/(aUp/ae) = -e(a ln(PW - h)/ah), Assumption
36. Thisis againa profitability
3
impliesthestandard
sortingcondition.
37. Formally,
replacingWby W(0)or W(h)in theexpectedpayoffP(0, h)W- h (withW' > 0) tendsto reverse
a complementarity
thesortingcondition,by generating
between0 andh.
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paper with the studentor with a younger faculty member (helping is then more attractive,the
betterthe prospectsfor the paper'ssuccess due to the coauthor'stalent).
3.3. Coaching
The use of encouragement,praise, strategiesto minimize the effect of failures and the like, is a
central theme in humanresource managementand education.38Successful coaches are viewed
as those who build up others' confidence (Kinlaw, 1997).
(a) Encouragement
The usual complementaritybetween effort andtalentmakes it clear why even a selfish coach
may gain by building up the agent's self-esteem. (Section 4 will nonetheless identify settings
where coaches may have the reverseincentives, and bash agents' egos.) Formally,the prirscipal's
policy p here is the disclosure (or absence of disclosure)to the agent of hardprivateinformation
abouthis ability.The release of a signal covaryingpositively (negatively) with 0 boosts (lowers)
the agent's self-confidence.
(b) Praise, criticismand excuses
Let us now turn to the coach's ex post assessment of the agent's performance. This
assessment exercise is of course still forward looking, in that it is meant to improve the
agent's future performances.Takingit for grantedthat the principal wants to boost the agent's
self-esteem, it is interestingto note that, in some circumstances,reassurancecan nonetheless
have ambiguous consequences. Suppose that the agent failed. The principal may then try to
convince him that the link from talent and effort to performanceis ratherrandom (';thejury
was incompetent")or, relatedly,thatthe agent was discriminatedagainst(e.g. racialprejudiceby
employersor educators,methodologicalbias by referees).Offeringsuch excuses may sometimes
prove self-defeating.39Indeed, if the noise affecting the past performanceis recurrent(e.g. the
agent is likely to be discriminatedagain in the futureif he has been in the past), then the excuse
may discourage ratherthan encourage him. To illustratethis idea, suppose that there are two
periods, t = 1, 2. The agent's payoff in period t is
(£tSV-ct)et,

(12)

where et E {0,1) is the date-t effort, and £t E {0,1} is the date-t noise, which is serially
correlated:,u-Pr(e2 = s1) > 1/2. At date t, the agent's currentcost ct of undertaltingthe task
is drawnfrom a randomdistributionwith conditionalsupport[0, x) (this is just to avoid possible
indifferencesin the pnncipal's disclosuredecision). Finally,to simplify computationswe assume
that 0 = SH-1
with probabilitytH, while 0 = oL < 1 with probabilityfL = 1-fH.
The
agent's expected talentwill be denotedae-fH0H
+ fL0LWhen the agent undertakesthe task at date 1 (which he does when cl is low enough) and
succeeds, this of course reveals that s1 = 1. When he fails, however, only the pnncipal learns
the realizationof s1. More specifically, assume that if the agent faced a handicap(e1 = 0) the
pnncipal receives hardevidence of it, whereasif he faced no handicapshe learnsnothing.When
the pnncipal has evidence of a handicap,she decides whetheror not to reveal it. For simplicity,
s1 is the only piece of pnvate informationthat the pnncipal may hold; in particular,she has no
informationabout0.
38. Forexample,Korman(1970)emphasizesthepositiveroleof one'sself-imagein thedetermination
of work
attitudeandeffort,andarguesthatmanagersshouldattemptto improvetheemployee'sself-image.
39. See Snyderet al. (1983)fora broaddiscussionof excuses.
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At the end of period 1, the principal seeks to maximize the likelihood that the agent will
undertakethe date-2 task. Suppose thathe has failed, but thatthe principalknows that he faced a
handicap(E1 = 0). Will full disclosure occur in equilibrium?The agent's expected gross benefit
from undertaking the date-2 task is (1 - tt)0e if he is informed that el = 0, and IOL if he

receives no such information(he then infers thathis talentis low). Truthfuldisclosure is thus an
equilibriumbehaviourif and only if
1

1--

OL(13)
OL

The principal trades off the benefit of boosting the agent's self-esteem by offering an excuse
againstthe risk thatthis excuse may itself demotivatethe agent. If externalcircumstancesexhibit
little serial correlation(,u is close to 1/2), or if self-esteem is badly affected by failure in the
absence of an excuse (OLis very low), then in the unique equilibrium,the principalwill want to
disclose the excuse. When condition (13) does not hold, by contrast,the principaleither does not
provide any excuse, or plays a mixed strategy.40
Straightforwardvariationson this model allow us to identify the costs and benefits of praise
("you succeeded even though e was low") and criticism ("you failed even though e was high").
Praise boosts the agent's self-esteem but makes him doubt his environment;criticism lowers it,
and yet may not discouragehim. For instance,minorityparentswho feel thattheir child is being
discriminatedagainstat school, or themselves at work, are often reluctantto convey these views
to their child, for fear that he or she would lose faith in the school system and the returnsto
educationalinvestment.
4. UNDERMININGTHE OTHER'SEGO
4.1. Possible rationales
Ourpremiseuntil now has been-as in much of the humanresourcesand educationliteraturesthat a person generally benefits from a higher self-esteem of her spouse, child, colleague,
coauthor, subordinate,or teammate. Yet while boosting others' self-confidence is a pervasive
aspect of social interactions,people also often criticize or downplay the achievementsof their
colleagues and relatives. The study in Sections 2 and 3 must therefore be part of a broader
construct,in which the principal sometimes wants to repressthe agent's ego. We first consider
some simple potentialmotivationsfor such behaviours,then turnto a more interestingone.
(a) Direct competition
A rathertrivialreason arises when the two individualsare in directcompetition(for a job, a
mate, a discovery,a title, and so forth).The formeris then directlyhurtwhen the lattersucceeds;
in the context of our model, W is negative.41
(b) The risk of "coasting"
A basic premisein social psychology (and, consequently,our startingpoint in Section 2) is
that the marginalpayoff to an individual'seffort is generallyincreasingin his ability. In certain
situations,however,effort and ability are substitutesratherthan complements,creatingthe risk
40. More precisely, let r = Pr(el = 0) and 0 = [r/(r

+ (1 - T)fL)]Oe

+ [(1 - r)fL/(r

+ (1 - r)fL)]OL.

If ,t/(l - tt) > O/OL,the unique equilibrium involves no disclosure. With intermediatedegrees of correlation,
-- b) &lt;
O/0L &lt;
//(1
oe/OL, it involves a randomizationbetween disclosing and not disclosing.
41. See footnote 14 for the applicationof our basic model to punishmentsand othercostly disincentives.
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that the agent may reduce effort when feeling more self-confident ("resting on his laurels"). This
case arises in particular when the agent's private payoff from performance is of a "pass-fail"
nature. For example, a pupil whose only ambition is to pass an exam may study less if he feels
talented. Similarly, an individual who aims at little more than keeping his spouse and takes her
for granted will not put much effort into remaining attractive to her.42 The teacher or parent may
then want to downplay the pupil's achievements, and the spouse may tell her partner that he is
not so great after all.
In these examples, a high self-confidence reduces effort. In other examples, it may induce
the wrong type of effort. For example, the agent may demonstrate excess initiative, selecting
a new and risky path that he feels will pay off due to his talent, while the principal would
have preferred a more conservative approach. There are probably many situations in which the
principal's payoff as a function of the agent's self-confidence 0 is hill-shaped, as opposed to
constantly increasing as posited in Section 2: an increase in the agent's self-esteem helps up to a
point, beyond which it becomes hubris and starts hurting the principal.
(c) Shadow cost of reputation
A teacher or a manager who makes very complimentary comments to every pupil or
employee may lose her credibility. As we already noted, when disclosing soft information to
several agents the principal must realize that they will see through her ulterior motivation, and
believe her only if she builds a reputation for not exaggerating claims. Refraining from boosting
some agents' self-esteem may help her make more credible statements to the others.43 A related
tradeoff appears in Fang and Moscarini (2002), where a firm has private information about the
ability of each of a continuum of workers.44
We now turn to, and analyse in more detail, what is probably the most common reason for
restraining another person's ego.

4.2. Ego bashing and battles for dominance
Many circumstances in private life or in the workplace are characterized by power relationships.
Egos clash as individuals try to establish dominance over each other along some dimension
(intellectual, physical). What matters in such situations is one's relative standing in the group,
rather than any absolute standing. Shattering the other's self-confidence in the relevant dimension
may then increase one's power in the relationship.

42. A simpleformalization
of thesetwoexamplesgoesas follows.Supposetheagentaimsatperformance
yo and
gets no extrautilityfromy > yo. Considera deterministic
technologyy = Qewhere0 is talentande effort.Then
e = yo/O, and so self-confidencereduces effort.

43. This can be modelledeitherin a repeated-action
settingor, moresimply,by havingthe principalmake
simultaneous
announcements
to a largenumberof agentswho eachhaveabilityOH or OL, withprobabilities
fH and
couldnot crediblyconveyanyinformation
to a singleagent(as long as fHOH + fLOL &lt;
fL. Whereasthe principal
makestruth-telling
anequilibrium
where
c/V &lt;
OH,shewouldalwayswantto announceOH),thelawof largenumbers
eachcompliment
has a clearopportunity
cost. (Theequilibrium
is supported
by off-the-equilibrium
pathbeliefsthata
principalwhodeclaresmorethana fractionfH of agentsto be talentedmustbe babbling.)Becausehigh-ability
agents
arethemostproductive,
it is indeedoptimalfortheprincipal
to reservehis praiseforthosetypes.
44. Workers
observeall wagecontracts(lump-sum
so by the
distributed,
plusbonus).Abilitiesareindependently
law of largenumbersthe firmmustconveybadnewsto someworkersif it is to conveygoodnewsto others.Whereas
undersymmetric
information
it wouldgivehigherwagesto themoreable,it maythenchoosenotto differentiate
if the
costsof badnewsexceedsthebenefitsof goodones.FangandMoscarinishowthatthisoccursin particular
(motivation)
if mostworkersareoveroptimistic
abouttheirability.
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4.2.1. Private benefits from dominance. Consider a pair of individuals, 1 and 2, who
must make a joint decision (they share the "formalcontrol right"over it). Each comes with an
idea or project,but only one of these can be selected. Individuali's idea yields, in expectation,
OiV + B to i and OiV to j, where Oiis individuali's talentand B > 0 is a privatebenefitaccruing
to individuali when his point of view prevails.The existence of a privatebenefit is natural,since
individuals are more likely to search for (or reveal) ideas that favour them; B could thus arise
from the fact that i's favouredprojectis easier for him to carryout, has positive spilloverson to
his other activities, or will bringhim outside creditfor having had the idea.
Let us assume for simplicity that 01 is common knowledge, whereas 02 can take either one
of two values, 02 and 0H > 02L,such that
02HV+B

>01V

>0LV+B

and

>
01V+B >0B

V.

(14)

We consider situationswhere individual 1 may have hardinformationabout 02 that individual2
himself does not have, for example some third-party'sfeedback about individual 2's earlier
performances. In our terminology, individual 1 can thus be viewed as the principal and
individual 2 as the agent, even though there is no hierarchyin terms of a priori control rights.
For simplicity, we assume that the principal either has no informationregarding02, or else
knows its true value. In the latter case, she can either disclose the informationor conceal it.
Formally,the principalreceives a signal s e {0, 02}, where 0 is uncorrelatedwith 02, and can
reportr e {0, s} to the agent. To fix ideas, suppose that two coauthorswith differentresearch
styles, tastes or installed bases of contributionsmust make modelling choices, or decide what
to emphasize. Individual 1 has privateinformationon the popularityof individual 2's research
agendaor preferredapproach,aboutwhich she may have heardor readcomments. She may then
disclose the (good or bad) news to individual2, or conceal them from him.
We rule out monetarytransfers,again for simplicity.The timing is as follows:
Stage 1: The principal learns either nothing or learns 02. In the latter case, she chooses
whetheror not to disclose the information.
Stage 2: Both individualscome up with one idea each for a joint undertaking.
Stage 3: With probability 1/2 each, one of them is selected to make a take-it-or-leave-it
offer, i.e. gets to choose which projectwill be implemented.
It is easy to see that when the principallearns that 02 = 02, she wants to convey this bad
news to the agent, because in doing so she establishesdominance:by (14), even if the agent gets
to propose the course of action he will then defer to the principal,which he would not do if he
were more self-confident.By lowering the other'sego, individual 1 enjoys real authoritydespite
sharingformal authority over decisions with individual 2. Similar ideas hold when monetary
transfersbetween the two individualsare feasible, as long as talent-contingentoutside options
are available;again, the basic point is that the principal'sbargainingpower is enhancedwhen the
agent's self-confidenceis damaged.
The situationdescribedabove may still be viewed as a relativelytame and efficient version
of the "battle of the egos", since the principal's lowering of the agent's self-confidence by
revealingthat02 = 02Lis Pareto-improving(introducingmonetarytransferswould thusnot affect
anyone's decision in this case). When this informationis broughtto him, individual2 may feel
disappointed,but should recognize thathe is being saved from makinga costly mistake.
The other state in which the principalis informed (02 = 0H) can, however, yield a much
less harmoniousand efficient outcome. Let 02 denote the agent's self-confidenceconditionalon
s e {0, 02H}, which is his informationset when the principalreportsno signal (since she always
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passes on any bad news). By (14), when the principallearns that 02 = 02Hshe cannot lose by
concealing this favourableinformation.It actuallypays to do so if
01V,
02V + B &lt;

(15)

as a report of "no news" will then induce the agent to submit to her authority.The principal
will thus censor positive signals about the agent's ability, and would even be willing to spend
resources in order to prevent them from reaching him.45 In contrast to the earlier case, her
underminingof the agent's self-confidence (by omission) is now detrimentalto the latter,and
may even result in a lower total surplus (if 0H > 01). This case correspondswell to that of
a mediocre and insecure manager,who abstains from passing on to his subordinatespositive
feedback about their performancefrom higher-ups or customers, for fear that they may then
challenge his authorityand diminish his ability to shape decisions (an extremecase being going
afterhis job).46
Proposition 7. In the game described above, individual 1 bashes individual 2's ego in
order to establish dominance and acquire real authority.She does so both by disclosing bad
news to individual2 and byfeigning ignorancewhen learninggood news.
One could furtherenrichthe analysisto captureescalating"arguments"by allowing agent2,
in response to an attack on his ego, to seek costly counter-evidence, as well perhaps as
informationthatreflects negatively on agent l's ability.
4.2.2. The sequencing of ego bashing and ego boosting. Ego bashing may also have
costs for the principal. As shown earlier, the agent's lack of self-confidence can reduce his
initiative in coming up with good projects initially, as well as his motivationfor putting effort
into thejoint endeavourlateron. The resultingtradeoffhas interestingimplicationsfor situations
where the principalcan choose the timing of informationrevelation.Suppose that, as shown in
Figure 1, she can release informationeither before or afterthe agent searchesfor a project.The
principalthus first learnseither the agent's true type (02), or nothing (0); if she has information
she may then disclose it. Next, the agent decides whetherto searchfor a project,andthe principal
learns whethershe has one of her own. The agent finds a viable project if and only if he exerts
effort, which involves a private cost c. As to the principal,for simplicity we assume that she
has a relevantprojectof her own with exogenous probabilityx &lt;
1. The principal'suncertainty
aboutthe existence of a good projectis what may make it costly for her to lower the agent's ego
early on. The remainderof the game is otherwiseunchanged:the principalhas a second chance
to disclose her informationif she has not done so yet, then bothjointly select a project.
To focus on the more interestingparameterconfigurations,we assume that (14) and (15) are
satisfied,as well as
(1-x)(2

V + B) &lt;
c &lt;
(1 - x)(O2 V + B) + 2(O V + B - OV).

(16)

45. When 02 V + B > 01 V, there are multipleequilibriumdisclosurebehaviours,but a uniqueequilibriumpayoff
outcome: the agent always chooses his own project. The principal's ability to conceal informationis then irrelevantin
the state where 02 = 02.
46. There are also otherreasons why individual2 may resent having his ego undercut.First, he may be suffering
from a general self-motivationproblem (perhapsmost relevantfor later,more importanttasks) due to time-inconsistent
preferences, which results in his attachingnegative value to informationabout his ego (Carrilloand Mariotti (2000),
Benabou and Tirole (2002a)). Second, the two agents may be involved in bargainingover how to share the surplus
createdby theirjoint project, and the revelationthat 02 = 0L may hurt individual2's bargainingposition more than it
helps him by making sure thatthe efficient projectis selected.
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The first inequality in (16) states that bad news destroys incentives for effort: the project of an
agent who knows he has a low talent will matteronly if the principalhas no viable alternative,
i.e. only with probability1 - x. The second inequality,by contrast,means that a self-confident
agent finds it optimalto conceive a projectof his own. Having such a projectmakes a difference
if either the principalhas none (probability1 - x), or if she has one but the agent ends up with
the bargainingpower (probabilityx/2).
Definition 1. Considerstage t = 1 (ex ante) or 2 (ex post), and denote by rt(02) E {0, 02}
the principal'sdisclosureat date t when she knows the agent's type 02. We say thatthe principal:
(i) engages in ego bashing if her strategy is (or is payoff-equivalentto) rt(0L) = 0L and
rt(0j') = 0; (ii) engages in ego boosting if it is (or is payoff-equivalentto) rt(OL) = 0
and rt(0H) = 02; (iii) conceals her informationif her strategyis (or is payoff-equivalentto)
rt(02) = 0 for 02 E {0L,0 H}.

Proposition 8. The principal engages in ego bashing ex post (provided she has not
the information).Ex ante, she either engages in ego boosting, or refrainsfrom
disclosed
yet
disclosing information. Thus, good news tends to be revealed earlier than bad news; put
differently,the relationshipbecomes more antagonisticover time.
Proof

See the Appendix. 11

To illustrate these results, one may think of a parentfaced with his or her child's choice
between differentcareers,or differentsports.The parentmay have informationaboutthe child's
abilityor value in some of these alternativeactivities-e.g. the family business.At the same time,
there is always a chance (probability1 - x) that the parent'spreferredchoice will turn out not
to be suited to the child anyway. The parentwill then at first attemptto appearbroad-minded
(refrainfrom belittlingthe child's judgmentor tastes), or even actively encouragehim to explore
alternatives.When coming close to a decision, however, the "father-knows-best"attitudewill
resurface, as long as the parent still has a credible alternativeto the activity favoured by the
child.
In the frameworkdescribed by Figure 1, effort is related to the search for a project and
comes before decision making. It is then quite naturalthat the early stage of the relationshipbe
biased towardego boosting, and the late stage towardego bashing. Suppose, on the otherhand,
thatthe agent's effortrelatesto the implementationof a projectratherthanto its conception.With
the choice of projectcoming first and the agent's effort second, it is clear that the timing of ego
bashing and ego boosting is reversed:the principaltends to "beatup" on the agent at first, only
to provide reassurancelater on (if feasible), once the projecthas been selected and the principal
wants the agent to be motivated.
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We have emphasized here the obvious cost of ego bashing in terms of demotivation.
Another cost may stem from individual2's drawingmore complex inferences about individual
1's preferences.Suppose that agent 2 cares not only about the project,but also aboutindividual
1's altruism,friendship,or love towardshim, over which he has incompleteinformationas well.
Ego bashingmay then be interpretedas individual1 caringlittle aboutindividual2, andbackfire.
Despite these costs, people may often be willing to belittle and criticize others in orderto
establish dominance.Because this can result in very inefficient outcomes, an interestingavenue
for future research is how individuals and organizationstry to limit the scope for such ego
clashes. Let us, for now, content ourselves with a few thoughts in this regard. One possible
strategy suggested by the model is to allocate formal control to individual 1. An example may
be giving decision rights to parents until the children have reached a certain age. Another
arrangementsometimes observed is the acceptanceby individual2 of individual 1's dominance
(presumablybecause individual 2 also has private information about himself). Individual2's
"puppydog" strategymay enable him to avoid ego clashes with individual1. Anotherpromising
topic is the study of institutional structures and personnel management strategies designed to

preventexcessive rivalryand ego clashes within organizations,andpromoteinsteada cooperative
interpersonalatmosphere.
5. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Psychologists, experts in human resource managementand sociologists have long emphasized
the central role played by intrinsic motivation in many social and economic interactions.In
particular,they have called attentionto the fact that explicit incentive schemes may sometimes
backfire,especially in the long run, by underminingagents' confidence in their own abilities or
in the value of the rewardedtask. This side of social psychology has been largely neglected by
economists.47The present paper has shown that these phenomenaare often quite rational,and
provideda formalanalysis thathelps reconcile the economic and the psychological views.
Several avenues of further research seem particularlyinteresting. The first one would
combine the looking-glass self with the reverse form of signalling, namely self-presentation,in
which the agent tries to signal his informationto the principal.48The second avenueconcernsthe
dynamicsof motivationand its "management"in long-termrelationships.Third,while ourmodel
alreadyaccommodatesthe possibility of altruism,friendshipor love, it ought to be extendedto
allow for asymmetricinformationabout such feelings. As noted earlier,each party would then
drawfromthe other'sbehavioursubtleinferencesnot only aboutabilitiesand task characteristics,
but also abouthow muchthe othercares abouthim or her.Finally,the analysis shouldbe extended
to groups. One hearsfrequentcomplaintsaboutworkplaceswhere egos loom large and clash too
much to allow a pleasantand cooperativeenvironment.More generally,the interactionsbetween
intrapersonalconfidence-maintenancestrategies, the looking-glass self, and self-presentation
raise a fascinating set of questions (e.g. whether these strategies are mutually reinforcing),as
well as issues of institutionaldesign relatedto the optimal organizationof educationaland work
environments.
APPENDIX
Proofs of Propositions3 and 4. We derive here equilibriumbehaviour in the two-type case, first without and
then with lump-sum payments. The agent's ability can be high, OH (probability fH), or low, OL (probabilityfL).
47. With the previouslynoted exceptions of Frey (1997) and Kreps (1997).
48. For example, in the literatureson depression and on excuses, when the agent tries to lower the principal's
expectationsthe latter'scourse of action is often a choice of whetherto accept the statedreason and offer comfort,or to
resist it. In so doing, the principalreveals informationto the agent, that impacts his subsequentbehaviour.
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The conditional densities of his signal are denoted gH(a) and gL(or), and the MLRP simply means that gH/gL is
increasing.

No lump-sumpayment (Proposition3)
Consider an arbitraryperfect Bayesian equilibrium.From Propositions 1 and 2, the equilibriumis monotonic: if BH
and BL denote the sets of bonuses that, in equilibrium,are offered with positive probabilityby a principalof type OH
and OLrespectively (i.e. one who knows that the agent has ability OH, or OL) then for any (b, b') E BH x BL, one
must have b &lt;
b'. This, in turn,implies that: (i) BH c BL, or else the OLtype could profitablydeviate to some b that
was strictly less than any b' in BL, thus leading the agent to think that he had high ability with probabilityone, and
thereby (weakly) improvingmotivationwhile saving on incentive costs; (ii) BH has at most one element, or else, since
BH C BL, monotonicitywould be violated; (iii) BL \ BH also has a unique element, because it cannot be optimal to
offer one bonus that signals OLif a lower one has the same informationalcontent and also induces effort.
In summary,thereare at most two equilibriumbonuses:a pooling bonus b and (possibly) a higherbonus signalling
type OL.The latteris then necessarilyequal to b*, since the low-type principalcan always guaranteeherself her complete
informationpayoff by offering b*, and no bonus that signals OLfor sure will induce the agent to work if it is less than
bL.
An equilibriumis thus defined by three parameters:the pooling bonus b &lt;
b*, the probabilityx* that type OL
selects b, and

(

H(a
f~g(fHg
fHgH(*)

+ fLgL(a*)x*

+

fLgLg(a*)x*
fHgH(a*) + fLgL(a*)x*

L)

V

C,

(Al)

(A. 1)

which defines the agent's cutoff or*,with a*e(0, 1) by the full-supportassumption.
Let us next show that there exists a unique equilibriumsatisfying the NWBR criterion,and that it is such that
b = 0. Consider,by contradiction,a pooling bonus b > 0, with associated cutoff or.We will show that, for any b &lt;
b,
if a deviation to b elicits from the agent a response, describedby a cutoff a, that results in weakly higher profits for a
principalof type OL,
OL[1 - G( I OL)](W- b) > OL[1- G(r I OL)](W- b),
(A.2)
then this same deviation will be strictly preferredby a principalof type OH. This is obvious when a &lt;a, since a
deviation to b then yields higher effort by the agent, at a lower cost for the principal (of any type). Suppose now that
a > a; we then have
W -b
l-G(&a |IOL) 1-G(& I OH)
&lt;
&lt;
,
(A.3)
1- G(a | OL) 1- G(a I OH)
W- b
where the first inequalityobtains from (A.2) and the second follows from the MLRP,since OL &lt;
a. Thus,
OHand a &lt;
if a deviation to b is profitablefor type OL,then a fortiori it is strictly profitablefor type OH. Hence, accordingto the
b (say, b = b - E), he should believe that it emanatesfrom type OH.
NWBR criterion,when the agent is offered a b &lt;
Therefore,b > 0 cannot be partof a pooling equilibrium,and so it must be that B = {0, b*}.
Next, note that when 0 = OLthe principalmust randomizebetween b = 0 and b = b*: if she only played b*,
then b = 0 would induce compliance with probability1, and would thereforebe preferredto b*. The equilibriumis thus
describedby two parameters:x* E (0, 1], the probabilitythat a principalobserving 0 = OLselects bonus 0 (pools); and
a*, the agent's cutoff signal for workingwhen he is offered a zero bonus. These are given by
OL(W- bL) = OL[1- GL(a*)]W,

(A.4)

expressingthe principal'swillingness to randomizewhen 0 = OL,and equation(A. 1), which can be rewrittenas
gH(r*) =*
gL(a*)

( c/V(fL
fH !,OH-c/V

OL

(A.5)

By our assumptionson the likelihood ratio, for any x* > 0 there exists a unique solution or* = s(x*) to (A.1), with
ao* > 0. Substitutinginto (A.4), the principal'snet incentive to offer bonus 0 when 0 = OLand the agent expects her to
randomizewith probabilityx* is
(A.6)
OL[1- GL(S(X*))]W - OL(W- b).
This function is increasingin x*, and negative at x* = 0+. So either it has a unique zero on (0, 1), which then defines
the principal'smixing strategy;or else it is non-positiveon all of (0, 1], in which case the principal'sequilibriumstrategy
is x* = 1, meaning that no bonus is ever offered. In both cases the equilibriumis unique. Note, finally, that the agent
works only with probability1 - GH(s(x*)) when 0 = OH, and with probability1 - x*GL (s(x*)) when 0 = L. Thus,
in either state of the world, he works less thanundersymmetricinformation(where e = 1 with probabilityone).
II
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B. Lump-sumpayments(Proposition4)
In any separatingequilibriumthe agent always works; when 0 = OLhe thus gets bonus b* and no lump-sumpayment.
Denoting by (a, b) the contracthe gets when 0 = OH,let us show that when 0 = OLthe principalmust be indifferent
between offering (0, b*) and (a, b). Clearly the OL-typeprincipalcannot strictlyprefer (a, b), and were she to strictly
prefer (0, b*), the OH-typecould profitablydeviate to (a - 8, b), for small e > 0. According to NWBR this would still
convince the agent that 0 = OH, since for E small enough the OL-typestill prefers (0, b ) to (a - E, b) even when the
agent works with probability1 after being offered the lattercontract.Next, as in the proof of Proposition3, it is easy to
show that b = 0: were b > 0, the principalcould offer b - E and the agent would interpretthis (accordingto NWBR) as
a sure sign that 0 = OHThe NWBR separatingequilibrium,if it exists, is thus necessarily defined by the contracts (0, b*) and (a =
c-OL V, 0). Moreover,the limited-informativenessconditionensuresthatthe NWBR criterionis indeed satisfied.Indeed,
suppose that the principaldeviates to a contract(a, b), and let a define the agent's reactionto this offer. If this is weakly
profitablefor the OHtype,
) - W -> HW (c - OLV),
OH(1- GH(a))(
then (10) implies that it is strictlyprofitablefor the OLtype,
OL(1- GL(a))(W - b) -a > LW -(c -OLV),
as long as either b > 0 or & > 0; when b = & = 0 both types gain, equally. Accordingto NWBR the agent should then
interpretany such deviationas indicativeof 0 = OL,and shirk,so it cannotbe profitable. II

Proof of Proposition5
For a given delegationpolicy d e {0, 1}, the agent undertakesthe task if and only if E[0 I a, d]V > Cd.Therefore,there
is a cutoff rd*such that he exerts effort if and only if a > ad*.The principalthen chooses d E {0, 1} so as to maximize
[1 - G(ad I 0)]Wd(0). Suppose firstthat alr > aco.Then, from the MLRP and Assumption 1:

d
dO

1 - G(
1 - G(r'

I

0)
I))
I )

II>I 'W1(A0)

Wo(O)_

>0,

(A.7)

and so the principaldelegates if and only if 0 > 0 for some 0. This implies that delegationis good news: E[O I a, 1] >
ar,
E[O I a, 0] for all a; in particular,cl = E[O I aor, 1] > E[O I aO, 0] = co, a contradiction.So it must be that a* &lt;
meaning that (for given 0) the agent works more under delegation;hence part (i) of the proposition. As a result, for
all 0 > 0* we have [1 - G(ao I 6)]W1(0) > [1 - G(ro* I 0)]Wo(0), so the principalstrictly prefers to delegate. By
0*. This provespart(ii). This property,however,does
continuity,this remainstrueon some interval[0**, 0*] with 0** &lt;
not necessarily make 0** a cutoff such that delegation occurs if and only if 0 > 0**: indeed with a* &lt;
a*, the term in
squarebracketsin (A.7) need no longer be increasing in 0 (althoughit cannot be everywheredecreasing,otherwisethe
principalwould delegate if and only if 0 was above a cutoff 0, contradicting(ii)). When Assumption 2 holds, however,
0*. This, in turn, ensures
(A.7) again applies, implying that delegation occurs if and only if 0 > 0**, where 0** &lt;
part (iii) of the proposition,and more generallyimplies thatdelegationraises the agent's posteriordistributionabouthis
ability,independentlyof his signal and of the task's outcome. II

Proof of Proposition8
Let us work by backwardinduction.
(a) Suppose that at t = 2 the principalknows the agent's type, but has not yet disclosed it. Let y(02L),y(0) and
y(O2H)denote the equilibriumprobabilitiesthat the agent will stick to his own projectwhen: (a) the principalalso has a
relevantproject,but it is the agent who gets to make the selection; and (b) the agent was previously told r2 = L, 0 or
0H respectively.From (14) and (15), we have
y(OL) = 0 &lt;
y(0) &lt;
y(O2H)= 1.

(A.8)

If y(0) > 0, it is clearly strictly optimal for the principalto disclose 02 = 0L ex post. In the absence of any news the
agent will thus infer that s {I0, 0H}, and condition (15) then implies that y(0) = 0 after all, a contradiction.The fact
1 = y(02H), in turn,makes it strictly optimal for the principalnot to disclose that 02 = 0H, when
that y(0) = 0 &lt;
she has such news. Finally, when the principalknows that 02

= 02L she is

indifferentbetween disclosing it and saying
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nothing,since y(0 ) = y(0) = 0 (this is why we allow for payoff-equivalencein the definitionprecedingProposition8).
We may thus, withoutloss of generality,assume that she chooses to reveal the bad news.
(b) Let us now look at the principal'sex ante behaviour(t = 1) and the agent's subsequenteffort decision. Let
z(02), z(0) and z(OH) denote the probabilitiesthat the agent searches for a project after hearing reportsrl = 0L, 0
and 0H respectively.Equation(16) implies that
z(0) &lt;
z(02L)= 0 &lt;
z(0H) = 1.

(A.9)

Eitherz(0) = 0, and then we might as well assume that the principalreportsrl (o0L) = 0 (if not, change her behaviour
to rl (0HL)= 0 for sure;then z(0) = 0 afortiori). Or else z(0) > 0, and then it is strictlyoptimal for the principalnot
to disclose 02Lex ante, given that she can (and will) do it ex post.
z(0O ). Disclosing the good news raises incentivesfor
Last, when 02 = 02 the principalfaces a tradeoffif z(0) &lt;
effort,but emboldensthe agent in the expost negotiation.It can be shown that dependingon the values of the parameters,
the principalmay or may not disclose 02 = 60 in equilibrium. II
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